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ABSTRACT

Neural networks, binary regression trees, and simple interpolation methods were

employed to create snow water equivalence (SWE) maps for the 4.7 km2 Echaurren basin

in the Chilean Andes (3300m elevation, 33.58° S, 70.13° N). Distributed SWE is critical

for forecasting seasonal runoff and provides the initial condition for forecasting the

timing of runoff. Data from five annual peak-accumulation snow surveys (1992-1996)

involving snow depth measurements at approximately 100 points and representative

density measurements were used to estimate SWE at each point in the basin (5-m grid

spacing). Independent variables in the regression tree and neural network were elevation,

slope, aspect, mean daily radiation, and soil type. Results developed using a regression

tree approach were found to be very sensitive to the accurate location of survey points. A

shift of as small as 10 m in the placement of survey points in the regression calculation

gave a considerably different distributed SWE map for the basin. Both regression trees

and neural networks produced qualitatively similar distributions of snow. Unlike neural

networks, however, SWE maps from regression trees are limited to the range of input

SWE values from field survey data. The neural network, on the other hand, can

extrapolate SWE values in the basin. This is important in steeper slopes where the

regression trees overestimated SWE. A comparison of errors using synthetic data for the

catchment suggests that the neural networks gives a more accurate estimation of total

SWE and distributed SWE for this catchment. Thiessen polygons showed similar SWE

distributions to the regression tree and neural network distributed SWE maps. Due to the

limited data points, polygons were constructed over extreme elevation ranges and may
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not accurately represent true basin SWE accumulation. Point and distributed energy-

balance models, in addition to a degree-day approach were used to simulate the melting

of several distributed SWE maps. The snowmelt analysis was conducted on an hourly

time step from peak-accumulation (September 30, 1992) until the end of the melt season

(April 30, 1992). Unrouted meltwater generated using these models was then used to

create simple hydrographs for the watershed, which were then compared to the observed

basin hydrograph. Results of this comparison indicate that the distributed SWE map

generated with the neural network method and melted with the distributed energy balance

model most accurately matches the timing of observed runoff. The model needs to be

adjusted in order to forecast more accurately the volume of Echaurren basin runoff.
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CHAPTER 1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Previous Research

Describing the spatial distribution of snow water equivalence (SWE) throughout a snow

covered alpine basin is important for both water resources and within-basin resource

management. Kriging has been used by the U.S. National Weather Service [Day, 1990;

Carrol et al., 1995; Carrol and Cressie, 1996] and others [Switzer, 1979, Dingman et al.,

1988; Phillips et al., 1992] to estimate SWE in locations without data. In some kriging

models, covariance relationships are related only to the horizontal distance between

survey points, but in others they are also related to geographic parameters. Elder et al.

[1991] used Bayesian maximum likelihood unsupervised classification to partition the 1.2

km2 Emerald basin in California's Sierra Nevada into areas of similar SWE. Variables

were elevation, slope, vegetation cover, land type, and solar radiation. The results of this

study were only partially satisfactory, giving an incomplete understanding of the factors

controlling snow distribution, and failing to capture inherent nonlinear relationships

between variables. Later work by Elder [1995] using binary regression trees proved quite

effective at modeling the spatial distribution of SWE in the Emerald basin, explaining 40-

80 percent of the variance in the field data and capturing the non-linearity in the

variables. Regression trees automatically determine relationships between model

variables and SWE values.
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In addition to regression trees, neural networks may be a tool well suited to distribute

point SWE data throughout alpine watersheds such as the Echaurren basin. The use of

neural networks shows promise because neural networks distribute SWE using a non-

linear classification scheme. In addition, neural networks are able to extrapolate values

for basin-wide SWE outside of the range of input field SWE values [McConnell, 1992].

1.2 The Study Site

The study area for the regression tree and neural network analysis was the 4.7 km2

Echaurren basin, which lies at an elevation of 2950-4170 m in the headwater of the Rio

Maipo in the Chilean Andes (33.58° S, 70.13° N) (Figure 1.1). The Rio Maipo drains a

4769 km 2 watershed located approximately 15 km east of Santiago and is a major source

of water used for municipal and irrigation uses. The Echaurren basin possesses a 0.4 km2

glacier in its upper reaches, is rectangular in shape, and has a poorly defined southeastern

boundary. There are no trees in the basin and little vegetation and land cover ranges from

glacial ice to widespread talus and rock. The seasonal snow accumulation period is

typically from May to the end of September or early October. During the accumulation

period, snow often covers the entire basin, except for the steep cliff sides. The snowmelt

season typically lasts from late October or November to mid April.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

In Chile, as well as other regions of the world, the demand for water is ever increasing.

Historically, water resource managers have sought to quench the thirst for water by

constructing large water supply projects. Unfortunately, many of the best locations for
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Figure 1.1 Echaurren basin, Chile, South America. Field site location.
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reservoirs are already occupied, raising the marginal cost of new "raw" water projects to

unaffordable levels [Howe et al. 1986]. Chile is one such country pressured by limited

water resources. Due to Chile's geographic location, this South American country

receives both highly seasonal and extremely variable amounts of precipitation. In

addition, demands on water resources in Central Chile are expanding as the population of

Santiago climbs above five million people [Vergara, 1996]. The combination of these

factors has created a relative scarcity of water resources in Chile.

Two major dams have been constructed in the Maipo Valley, downstream of the

Echaurren basin, and a further increase in reservoir storage capacity in the watershed

would be expensive to attain. As a result, hydrologists led by Fernando Escobar of the

Direccién General de Agua, the Chilean government's water directorate, want to improve

water management techniques for the Maipo River by generating more accurate forecasts

of river flow. Currently, Chilean hydrologists forecast spring meltwater flows using a

simple regression method that employs historical snow cover data and recorded stream

flows. While this method is simple, it does not always accurately predict the timing and

volume of discharge on the Maipo River. An energy balance snowmelt model (e.g. Cline

et al [1998]) may improve stream flow prediction in the Echaurren basin of the Maipo

watershed.

The goal of this research is to evaluate the relative accuracy of methods to map the

amount and spatial distribution of snow in alpine headwater basins. The regression tree
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and neural network techniques will be evaluated in terms of three characteristics. First,

are distributed SWE maps generated with the interpolation method in question

reasonable, and is the interpolation method robust? Second, are the resulting distributed

SWE maps correct?

In order to answer the first question, distribution of SWE presented in the results of each

interpolation is visually inspected to determine if it is a realistic and reasonable pattern of

SWE accumulation. Also, the robustness of each interpolation method was assessed by

evaluating the sensitivity of resulting distributed SWE maps to small changes in the input

data set. Second, a snowmelt model was applied to the distributed SWE maps generated

with the regression tree and neural network techniques. Snowmelt modeling is important

because the initial SWE distribution affects the output hydrograph generated. For both

interpolation methods, sensitivity of the hydrograph was assessed.
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CHAPTER 2

2. METHODS

2.1 Field Survey and Data Set

In each of the four years analyzed, a snow survey was conducted in the Echaurren basin

(Figure 2.1) at or shortly before the time of peak accumulation (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Date and number of sample points for Echaurren basin snow surveys.

Survey Date

Number of Sample Points

Upper Basin Lower Basin

September 24-30, 1992 62 18

August 17-20, 1994 59 27

September 30 — Oct. 6, 1995 52 24

September 10-17, 1996 72 0

In the 1992, 1994, and 1995 surveys, snow depth measurements were taken from both the

lower portion and the upper portions of the basin along transects (Figure 2.2-2.5). Due to

an acute drought in 1996, low snow accumulation levels limited the field survey to the

upper elevations of the Echaurren basin. Heavy snow accumulation in the upper portions

of the basin in 1993 limited the survey to the extreme lower elevations of the basin.

Therefore, since total basin-wide snow could not be evaluated, the 1993 data was not

included in the study. The presence of cliffs made it impractical to collect depth data

from the central part and perimeters of the basin. A hand-held global positioning system
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Figure 2.1 Location of depth measurements. 1992 are red X. 1994 are magenta boxes.
1995 are green diamonds. 1996 are blue pluses. Background is the contour map of the
Echaurren basin. Contour interval is 50-m.
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Figure 2.2 Location of depth measurements for 1992 snow survey.
Background is the contour map of the Echaurren basin. Contour interval is 50-m.
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Figure 2.3 Location of depth measurements for 1994 snow survey.
Background is the contour map of the Echaurren basin. Contour interval is 50-m.
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Figure 2.4 Location of depth measurements for 1995 snow survey.
Background is the contour map of the Echaurren basin. Contour interval is 50-m.
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Figure 2.5 Location of depth measurements for 1996 snow survey.
Background is the contour map of the Echaurren basin. Contour interval is 50-m.
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(GPS) was used to identify starting points in the 1992 survey. Unfortunately, this early

GPS receiver was unreliable in the high topography of the basin and as a result,

insufficient satellite fixes were obtained to accurately calculate location positions. The

surveys followed transects taken with a compass bearing and measured using depth poles

of a known length.

Two snow pits were dug during each survey, except during the abnormally dry 1996

survey, to obtain profiles of snow density. One pit was dug for the upper half of the basin

and one for the lower (Figure 2.6). Density values were determined from 2-3

measurements at each 0.10-m depth interval using a 1-L stainless steel snow density

sampler that was weighed in the field. Most pits were deep enough to reach the bottom

of the snowpack. In one case, the profile was extended using a function of the form A-

Be", were x is the depth in the snowpack. For each survey date, the mean density of the

upper basin pit was used to estimate snow water equivalence (SWE) for depth

measurement in the upper portion of the basin, while the mean density for the lower basin

pit was used with depth measurements in the lower basin. SWE is simply the equivalent

depth of water (in cm or m) formed by the melting of snow at a point. SWE is calculated

using the following formula:

SWE = (snow depth) x)(,-snorr water, (1)

Two methods of determining SWE from snow depth and density measurements were

used for 1992, 1994, and 1995. Method one calculated the mean density of each pit from

the surface down to the bottom of the snow pit. Method two averaged the density of the
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1 KM

Figure 2.6 Location of snow pits. Snow pit location for 1995 is missing.
Background is the shaded relief map for the Echaurren basin and surrounding area.
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snow pit only over the length of the profile equal to the snow depth measurement. Since

snow accumulation in 1996 was on average only 1.5 m, SWE was determined using

method one only.

In 1992, density was measured at 74 of the depth measurement sites using a Mount Rose

snow sampler, which gives mean density down to a depth of about 2-3 m. In his Master's

Thesis, Cadle [1997] found that Mount Rose snow densities in each portion of the basin

were approximately normally distributed with a mean equal to the mean density in the

snow pits, 500 kg/m -3 for the lower basin and 370 kg/m-3 for the upper basin. Mount Rose

densities failed to show any obvious or statistically significant trends with respect to the

predictor variables. As a result, snow pit densities were used to estimate SWE. For the

1992 distributed SWE analysis, method one was used for all SWE calculations.

2.2 Regression Tree Approach and Predictor Variables Used

Binary regression trees distribute point SWE data throughout an entire basin based upon

the relationship between field SVVE data and physical parameters of the basin using a

least squares regression. A binary regression tree consists of a set of binary decisions on

independent variables (predictor variables) that result in a specific value predicted as a

dependent variable (response variable) [Breiman, 1984]. In this study, the independent

variables were the physical parameters of the basin at the location of field SWE samples.

Co-registered physical parameters of the basin include slope, elevation, aspect, radiation,

and soil type. SWE from field surveys acted as the dependent variable.
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The procedure for traversing a tree starts with a vector x in a measurement space X that

consists of predictor variables. At each node, starting with the top one, a binary decision

is made based on one of the components of the vector. For example, in Figure 2.7, the

first decision (split) would be on elevation. If the elevation component of x is less than or

equal to 3082 m, then the vector is moved to the next decision on the left, otherwise it is

moved to the right. The process continues down the tree until one of the terminal nodes

is reached, at which point a value is assigned as the response value to x, e.g. 1.721 m

SWE when elevation is 3082m and net radiation is 23.66 W/m2 in Figure 2.7. The

relationship between the dependent and predictor variables is apparent from the final tree.

Growing a tree involves recursively partitioning a set of known responses on associated

predictor values. In this case, the learning set used as an input to the statistical software

Splus (version 3.3) is composed of field survey data [Chambers and Hastie, 1993]. A

partitioning algorithm determined all possible ways of dividing the response data into two

sets based on a single predictor, such as elevation. If the predictor variable had a

continuous range of values, e.g. elevation from 2000 to 4000 m, the partition, as will be

discussed, would occur halfway between two elevation values. Thus, a learning set

consisting of N data points had N-1 possible partitions.

Once all possible partitions on a single predictor were determined, a measure of the

change of impurity, or degree of heterogeneity in the response data, was calculated.
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When all of the SWE data points from the field survey are grouped into a single set, the

degree of impurity of response data, which in this case is SWE, is highest. Splitting the

data into two subsets, by elevation, for example, reduces the impurity by grouping

together similar values of the SWE response variable. A least squares regression was

used to classify the data in each subset (giving the technique the name regression tree).

The impurity was estimated as the mean least squares error between a response value and

its associated prediction. The following deviance function was used on the impurity

function used in growing the trees:

D(u i,yi) = (yi — u i)2 	(2)

Where D(ui,yi) is the deviance, or square of the residual, between an observation y i and its

modeled prediction u i. Since the prediction is the mean of the predictors in a partition (ie:

if 10 SWE measurements exist in a partition, the partition SWE value is the average of

the 10 field SWE values), the deviance is equivalent to the sample variance of the data

without the weighting of n - 1. Once the change of impurity for each partition was

calculated, the split that caused the greatest decrease in impurity was selected as the best

split on the predictor being tested. This process was then repeated for each predictor

variable (e.g.: the physical parameters of the basin). In Figure 2.7, the variables with the

greatest influence on SWE were elevation and radiation. Once the split was found for

each of the five variables examined, the variable with the split that reduced the impurity

the most was chosen as the split for the node.
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The procedures were recursively performed on each subsequent node, or child node,

further down the regression tree. In other words, the divisions started with the split

giving the greatest reduction in impurity, and the process was continued until the

impurity, or number of field observation of SWE in the subset, was below ten. An

alternate stopping rule was also considered that limited the tree size to that where an

increase in the coefficient of determination was 0.005 with the addition of another node,

but was not considered in this study [Elder, 1995]

An early regression tree study conducted by Elder [1995] used four .predictor variables

representing the physical parameters of the Echaurren basin: elevation, slope, radiation,

and soil type. In place of vegetation, which is essentially absent in the high Andes

Mountains where the Echuarren field site is located, aspect was considered instead as a

predictor variable. The physical parameters of the basin to be used as predictor variables

for each field data set were geographically co-registered from digital maps of each

variable generated. First, a digital 5-m resolution contour map of the Echaurren basin

with a contour interval of 10-m was used to generate a digital elevation map (DEM)

using a GRASS geographic information system (GIS) interpolation feature. A soil map

drawn in the field by Bob Harrington divided the basin into four soil classes (glacial ice,

rock, talus, and meadow). This map was digitized and checked for accuracy with an

aerial photo. GRASS 4.2 was used to extract the physical basin parameters used

predictor variables at each location of field-measured snow depth.
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An index map of clear-sky radiation during the snow accumulation period was calculated

using the Image Processing Workbench (IPW) [Frew, 1988]. This model calculates

clear-sky incoming solar radiation on a flat surface using a two-stream radiative transfer

model with a 21-point Kronrod quadrature from sunrise to sunset. Topographic affects

on net radiation where accounted for in the IPW routine TOPORAD, which distributes

radiation on a flat surface around the more topographically complex basin [Dozier and

Frew, 1990]. LOWTRAN7 was used to generate the atmospheric parameters of optical

depth, single scattering albedo, and scattering asymmetry required as inputs to

TOPORAD [Kneizys et al., 1988]. Albedo was parameterized following Warren and

Wiscombe [1981]. Since the sun's path in the sky changes throughout the snow

accumulation period, daily integrated radiation was computed for the 1 st and 15 th of each

month from May 1 St to the date of the snow survey for that year. These radiation images

were then integrated over the snow accumulation period, giving a cumulative net

radiation for the basin. Figure 2.8 is a net radiation image during the 1992 snow

accumulation period. Regions of low radiation can be seen in the shaded regions close to

the northern boundary of the basin and along transverse ridges on the southern boundary.

Areas of highest radiation are located in the center of the basin, away from high

ridgelines.

No satellite imagery or air photos were available to delineate snow free regions during

the times of the snow surveys. As a result, an algorithm employing several threshold
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1327	 Net cumulative radiation (W/m^2)

Figure 2.8 Net radiation image for the accumulation period of 1992.
Net radiation increases from dark to light areas. Generated by IPW using Topquad.
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values of slope was calculated and resulting snow coverage maps were compared with

ground photos taken by Bob Harrington in 1994. The algorithm found that slopes 55

degrees or greater should be assigned SWE value of zero.

2.3 Uncertainties in Field Data Collection

As previously mentioned, the location of field survey points attained with a Global

Positioning System (GPS) receiver during the 1992 field survey were found to be grossly

inaccurate due to the difficulty this generation of receivers had dealing with regions of

extreme topography. As a result, snow depth and density sample locations were

estimated on transects measured using depth poles and following a compass bearing,

generating some doubt as to the exact location of survey points. In order to assess the

robustness of the regression tree technique to uncertainties in the location of field data, a

10 m random shift in the X and/or Y directions was assigned to the locations of the

original 1992 field data, simulating the difficulties in determining the location of a

sample point. A new regression tree was grown, and from that, a distributed SWE map

was generated. This new SWE accumulation image was compared to the distributed

SWE map created with the unaltered field data set.

2.4 Neural Network Approach

A neural network method was also investigated to distribute point SWE measurement

throughout the Echaurren basin. The neural network technique of pattern classification

differs from the binary regression tree, in that the neural net does not use a linear
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classifier. Additionally, the neural network method can extrapolate basin-wide SWE

values outside of the range of input field SWE values.

Neural network architectures are modeled after how the human brain and nerve cells

function and learn to recognize patterns by learning from example. A simple two-layered

back-propagation feed-forward neural network was considered for this study. The neural

network employed was composed of an input layer, an output layer, and a "hidden layer"

(Figure 2.9). Each of the layers in the neural network can be thought of as a bank of

neurons connected with randomly chosen (from —0.25 to +0.25) adjustable synaptic

weights [McConnell, 1992]. When an input vector of co-registered physical basin

parameters is passed into the input layer, each element of the input layer is multiplied by

the synaptic weight and the passed on to the hidden layer. The hidden layer then sums all

the signals from its synaptic weights and the result is output to a non-linear mapping

function (f). The outputs are weighted by the hidden layer weights and the passed on to

the "neurons" of the outer layer where the same summing and weighting as the hidden

layer occurs, yielding the net output of SWE values.

In order for the neural network classification scheme can be employed, it must be first

"trained" by presenting the system with a training set of examples [Dayhoff, 1990].

Ideally, the training set must contain a variety of examples of predictor variables and

know responses to accurately characterize the entire watershed. The training set used in
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Figure 2.9 Schematic processing unit from neural network.
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this study was composed of the survey data set of SWE values and co-registered physical

basin parameters used in the regression tree analyses.

During the training process, the neural network is presented with a set of training patterns

with corresponding values of correct target output for each pattern. The input vector

presented to the net for training passes from the input layer, to the hidden layer, and then

on to the output layer, and the resulting SWE value is compared to the known SWE value

at that location. An error vector (target-actual net output) is calculated, and the error is

propagated back through the net and synaptic weights are adjusted to correct for the

erroneous output SWE value. This process continues, as prescribed by McConnell [1992]

for a set number of iterations (usually 5000-10000) and each input-output pair is

presented n times to the net, where:

n = (total presentations / number of training pairs) (3)

The model is iterated sufficiently to reduce the error between the known SWE and output

SWE as to reduce the error, but not "over-train" the neural network, so that it may

classify with general criteria and not just learn specific examples.

When the training of the net is finished, a map of distributed SWE is generated using the

patterns found between the physical parameters of the basin and field surveyed SWE.

During the classification procedure, new physical basin parameter vectors are presented

to the trained neural network in forward propagation and an output vector of SWE is

generated for everywhere in the basin on a 5-m grid.
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2.5 Comparison of Regression Tree and Neural Network Methods

The robustness of the regression tree and neural network as interpolation methods was

assessed using an error analysis. Both methods were used to recreate a known distributed

SWE map from 100 SWE data points and associated physical parameters randomly

extracted from two distributed SWE maps. The first map chosen for this comparison was

generated with the regression tree technique using the original unaltered 1992 field data.

The second map analyzed was a "synthetic" distributed SWE map. This map was created

in order to analyze a distributed SWE map of higher resolution than those generated with

the regression tree method. The synthetic SWE map was created using a single

regression of measured SWE against five physical parameters of the basin (slope, aspect,

elevation, radiation, and soil type). For the linear regression of each of the physical

parameters, a distributed SWE map was generated. The five distributed SWE maps were

summed and averaged to create a synthetic distributed SWE map of realistic values.

Five sets of 100 points were chosen randomly from locations in the basin with a slope

less than 55 degrees, to represent actual snow survey conditions. For each of these

points, the co-registered SWE and physical basin parameters were extracted from the

synthetic distributed SWE map and the SWE map created from the 1992 field survey data

using the regression tree method-generated distributed SWE maps to create two data sets.

The two original distributed SWE images were recreated from these data sets using the

regression tree technique and the neural network technique, thus creating 20 new
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distributed SWE images. An error analysis of the target and recreated distributed SWE

maps was conducted, where error was simply the recreated distributed SWE map minus

the original map.

2.6 Simple Interpolation Methods

In addition to the regression tree and neural network classifiers, kriging and Thiessen

polygon classification methods were also employed. The GEOEAS statistical package

was used to attempt to distribute SWE values with kriging. This approach was

abandoned because field data were too sparse for the method to properly converge. The

Arc/Info Thiessen polygon interpolation package was used to create, Thiessen polygon

maps of distributed SWE.

2.7 Snowmelt Modeling

The accuracy of each interpolation method was assessed by applying four different snow

melt models to melt distributed SWE maps generated with the binary regression tree and

the neural network. Both hybrid point and distributed energy balance snowmelt models,

in addition to the more traditional point degree-day model were run. All four snowmelt

models were run from the peak snow accumulation date until the onset of winter

(September 30, 1992 to April 30, 1993). This time period corresponds with the dates of

measured discharge at the Echaurren basin hydrograph. Thus a simulated stream

hydrograph was produced and compared to the actual stream hydrograph. The energy

balance snowmelt model developed by Cline et al [1998] was chosen because it improves
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over traditional empirical snowmelt runoff models by accounting for radiative and

turbulent energy balances in the snow pack. Both distributed and hybrid point

simulations were run for the energy balance model. The hybrid point models, which

average all energy parameters and initial SWE conditions, are attractive because they are

somewhat less computationally intensive than the distributed model. The first hybrid

point model averages all distributed energy parameters before calculating point snow

depletion. The second hybrid point energy balance model averages all energy parameters

except for shortwave radiation. For this model, shortwave radiation at a point was

estimated for the average elevation value of the basin and extracted directly from

ELEVRAD. A simple degree-day snowmelt model was chosen because it offers a simple

point of comparison to the more complex energy balance model.

2.7.1 Distributed Snow Maps

Distributed SWE maps generated with the above interpolation methods and resampled to

50 m were chosen as initial conditions for the distributed energy balance snowmelt model

[Cline et al, 1998]. The first distributed SWE map used was the distributed SWE map

generated using the neural network technique discussed earlier from the 1992 SWE field

data. Second, the distributed SWE map generated using the regression tree technique

was used. Finally, the values of SWE were averaged to be used as initial conditions for

the snowmelt model.
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2.7.2 Meteorological Data

The distributed energy balance model developed by Cline et al [1998] requires five

spatially and temporally varying meteorological parameters and was modified

extensively for the purpose of generating hydrographs from snowmelt in the Echaurren

basin. The distributed energy balance model uses incident solar radiation, incident

longwave radiation, air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed data to compute

an energy balance throughout the modeling domain. Wind speed, temperature, relative

humidity, and global solar radiation data were collected at hourly intervals using a data

collection platform (DCP) maintained by the Chilean government's Direcci6n General de

Aguas and located on the northeaster boundary of the study basin at approximately 3840

m. Shortwave radiation was modeled on an hourly time step for 213 days from

September 30, 1992 to April 30, 1993. These dates correspond to the period of observed

streamflow data at the Echaurren basin outflow gauge. Data for wind speed, temperature,

and relative humidity was averaged over a 24-hour period to generate daily data.

The distributed energy balance model was modified further to create a second energy

balance snowmelt model. The second model calculates the net energy in the Echaurren

basin at a point, in lieu of a basin wide calculation. The only difference in the two

models is that the point model averages all basin wide energy balance parameters, except

for solar radiation, to create a point net energy value. The method in which the point

model generates point solar radiation values will be discussed below.
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Mean daily incident solar radiation needed for the distributed and point energy balance

models was modeled using TOPQUAD and spatially distributed using TOPORAD in lieu

of measured data [Dozier and Frew, 1990]. Atmospheric parameters of optical depth,

single scattering albedo, and the scattering phase function were required at each time step

to account for the effects of elevation, atmospheric optical thickness, terrain shading, and

radiation reflected from neighboring pixels on insolation. In addition, a 5-m digital

elevation model (DEM) and maps of surface albedo were also used. LOWTRAN7 was

used to estimate the three atmospheric parameters for each hour of simulation using the

two-stream approach [Kneizy el al, 1988]. It was assumed that the surface albedo was

spatially and temporally constant at 0.6 for modeling TOPORAD terrain reflections. A

two-stream approximation was used to estimate total downwelling radiation, and the

direct and diffuse components of solar radiation [Longley and Marks, 1991]. Since

TOPQUAD generates values for solar radiation at 21 times during the daylight hours,

radiation was interpolated on an hourly basis. In addition, solar radiation values used for

the point energy balance snowmelt model were not distributed using TOPORAD; instead,

point values for solar radiation at an average basin elevation of 3546 m were extracted

directly from the ELEVRAD subroutine and then interpolated to an hourly time step.

In lieu of a measured lapse rate, hourly air temperature data were extrapolated from

station data as a function of elevation and time of day, using a 50-m DEM following

Hungerford, et al. [1989]. Based on results of empirical estimates of Western United

States temperature data that reflect the diurnal variation in lapse rate and the influence of
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atmospheric transmittance on the radiative effects of air temperature, two lapse rates were

used. A daytime lapse rate of —0.0006°C/m and a nighttime lapse rate of —0.0003°C/m

were used in the energy balance calculations [Cline et al, 1998]. Figure 2.10 shows

measured temperature at the Echaurren basin meteorological station at 3480 m

maintained by the Direcci6n General de Agua.

Specific humidity was assumed to be constant throughout the model domain for a given

hour and relative humidity was assumed to be a function of air temperature only. Thus,

hourly measured relative humidity data (Figure 2.11) were converted to specific

humidity. Relative humidity was then extrapolated on the basis of specific humidity and

the previous extrapolated air temperature [Cline et al, 1998].

No physical wind speed model was employed in this study. Instead, the spatial

variability of wind speed based on the effects of elevation was approximated. Intuitively,

wind speed will be higher at ridge tops than in valley floors. Wind speed data collected

at the Emerald Lake watershed of the California Sierra Nevada, a Northern Hemisphere

analogue to the Echaurren basin, revealed an elevation function of 0.00092-m/s/m

increase in wind speed. Echaurren basin wind speed data was extrapolated hourly using a

50-m DEM and the above relationship [Cline et al, 1998]. Measured wind speed is

shown in Figure 2.12
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Figure 2.10 Black line is temperature (°C) measured at the Echaurren basin
meteorological station. Red line is four-day running average.
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Figure 2.11 Black line is relative humidity (percent) measured at the Echaurren basin

meteorological station. Red line is four-day running average.
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Figure 2.12 Black line is wind speed (kph) measured at the Echaurren basin
meteorological station. Red line is four-day running average.
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Incident Longwave radiation was not measured at the Echaurren meteorological station.

Instead, an empirical relationship developed by Idso [1981] was used to model incident

longwave radiation using previously extrapolated air temperatures and relative humidity

as inputs. The utilization of an elevation function developed by Cline et al [1998] deals

with the problem of increased longwave radiation in valleys due to terrain emission. In

the Emerald Lake basin, a reduction of approximately 30 W1m 2 was found on ridge tops

relative to valley floors, following the relationship of —0.05 W/m2/m.

2.7.3 Energy Balance Snowmelt Model Computations

The following model developed by Anderson [1968] and Oke [1987] describes the energy

balance of a snowpack:

AQ s + AQm = K* + L* + QE QH QG+ QR
	 (4)

In this equation, AQ, is the net convergence or divergence of sensible heat fluxes within

the snowpack volume, AQ„, is the net latent heat storage change due to a net freezing or

thawing of the snowpack, K * is the net shortwave radiation flux, L* is the net longwave

radiation flux, QE is the latent heat flux, QH is the sensible heat flux, QG is the ground heat

flux, and QR is the heat advected by precipitation.

The distributed energy balance model was calculated with a 50 m grid on an hourly time

step using equation (4) and with meteorological data as inputs. Calculations for the
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hybrid point energy balance models were made on the same 50 m grid and averaged to

make the point snowmelt calculation. For both cases, each cell was treated as an

independent homogeneous snow-covered region with no lateral advective effects [Cline

et al, 1987]. Since the conductive heat flux between the snowpack and the ground is

usually negative, it is not considered in the model. Precipitation in the Echaurren basin

was negligible during the modeling period. The remaining flux terms on the right side of

equation (4) were calculated with some necessary assumptions. Net shortwave radiation

flux (K*) is calculated assuming a spatially constant snow surface albedo that decays with

time following a decay function developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [1956].

The net longwave radiation flux (L*) and the sensible heat flux (QH) are computed using

modeled snow surface temperatures generated with a method developed by Marks and

Dozier [1992]. This method assumes that nighttime snow temperatures are lower than air

temperatures by four to six degrees Celsius and that daytime snow temperatures lag air

temperatures. Since the air temperature in the Echaurren basin was above 0°C for most

of the modeling period, snow temperature was constrained to 0°C. Snow surface

emissivity was assumed to be 0.99 for the longwave radiation calculations using the

Stephan-B oltzman equation.

Turbulent energy flux calculations were made assuming a roughness length of 0.002-m

and modeled using the bulk aerodynamic algorithms found in SNTHEERM.89.rev4

[Jordan, 1991]. This model was chosen because Cline et al [1997] asserts that this model
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performs well for energy flux in alpine basins such as Emerald Lake, a basin very similar

to Echaurren.

2.7.4 Degree-Day Snowmelt Model

A point degree-day snowmelt model was run on an hourly basis. This rudimentary

snowmelt model only considers temperatures above 0 °C as a factor in snowmelt and all

other energy fluxes are ignored [Bales et al, 1990]. A degree-day is defined as the

degrees Celsius above zero times time, based on hourly measurements. Melt (in cm) of

the average initial distributed SWE map is calculated using the following empirically

derived formula:

Melt (cm) =(degree-day) x (1.1 x 10 -3 cm m3/°C dy kg) x (bulk snow density) (5)

The volume of runoff at each is calculated by multiplying the above melt value by the

snow-covered area at each time step.

2.7.5 Hydrograph Generation

For the energy-balance snowmelt models, the cumulative running total of residual energy

is shown in equation (4) in the terms AQ s + AQ,-, and was calculated for each grid cell at

each time step. This value represents the total energy available for snowmelt (MJ/m 2) at

the end of each time step of the model run. Distributed SWE maps generated using the

regression tree, neural network classification, and Thiessen polygon techniques were

chosen as initial S'WE distributions to be melted. The energy balance equation (4) was

applied to each distributed SWE map. At the end of each time step, the equivalent mass
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of snow melted was subtracted from the previous distributed SWE image to create a new

SWE map to be melted further in the following time step. This process was continued for

the entire modeling period. The equivalent volume (m3) of meltwater was recorded for

each time step to create a modeled stream hydrograph. An error analysis was conducted

by comparing the modeled hydrograph with the actual hydrograph recorded at the

Echaurren basin outlet. Due to the small size of the Echaurren basin (4 km2), it was

assumed that no routing or inter-basin storage occurred during snowmelt runoff in all

model cases.
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CHAPTER 3

3. RESULTS

3.1 Regression Trees

For regression trees grown with three methods discussed earlier with the 1992 snow

survey data, early splits on elevation were common (Figures 2.7, 3.1, 3.2). Splits on

elevation typically divided the basin into two groups: one greater than 3082-m and one

equal to or less than 3082-m. The relationship between slope and SWE was generally

positive, due to the deeper snow accumulation at the elevations higher than 3082-m.

Splits on radiation are common further down the regression trees and generally results in

lower SWE values. Occasionally, implausible positive relationships between radiation

and SWE appear in the regression trees. These counterintuitive splits on radiation may

mean that the learning data for the SWE category is not statistically significant of the

radiative effects on SWE, the radiative split masked splits controlled by a variable (or

variables) not considered, or that data registration was not correct.

Additionally, though less common, splits on slope and soil occurred further down the

regression tree. In the 1992 regression trees, slope generally has a positive effect on

SWE because snow generally piles up below cliff faces resulting in snow of both a higher

density and depth. Few splits occurred for soil and in the case of 1992, talus and glacial

ice generally had a positive effect on SWE.
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Figure 3.1 Full size regression tree grown from 1992 data.
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Figure 3.2 Full size regression tree grown from 1992 SWE data using snow survey data
with 10-m random location shift.
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3.2 Patterns of SWE Accumulation

The distributed SWE maps generated with the regression tree classification method

assigned low values of SWE at elevations below 3082-m, captured lower SWE values on

the steep cliffs along the northeast border of the basin, and revealed the band of

anomalously high SWE accumulation between roughly 3082-m and 3174-m (Figure

3.3). The neural network classification method produced similar distributed SWE maps,

but unlike the regression tree classifier, neural networks are not limited to small number

of SWE classes limited by the values of input SWE data (Figure 3.4). Neural nets, on

the other hand, can interpolate and extrapolate SWE values outside of the range of input

SWE data, created a distributed SWE map of higher resolution than the regression tree

technique. Figure 3.4 reveals a pattern of snow distribution that is much more detailed

than Figure 3.3. Both images show areas of high SWE in shaded south-facing slopes on

the northeast border of the basin and the transverse ridges of the southwest basin

boundary, though the regression tree image appears to have higher SWE accumulation.

In addition, the higher, glaciated region of the basin reflects a high SWE accumulation in

both images.

One dramatic difference between SWE maps generated by the regression tree and neural

network methods is the anomalous band of high SWE accumulation apparent in the

regression tree map is absent in the neural network image. Second, SWE accumulation in

the middle of the basin is higher in the neural network image. Third, SWE accumulation
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Figure 3.3 Distributed SWE map generated with regression tree interpolation method
using 1992 snow survey data. Black areas are snow-free cliffs. Values are in centimeters
SWE.
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Figure 3.4 Distributed SWE map generated with the neural network method using 1992
snow survey data. Values are in cm of SWE.
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on the northwestern slopes of the distributed SWE map created by the regression tree

technique is much higher than that generated with the neural network.

The Thiessen polygon interpolation method also produces distributed SWE maps that are

qualitatively similar to those produced by regression tree classifiers (Figure 3.5).

However, in the central portion of the basin few samples were taken. Therefore, the

Thiessen polygon method is forced to classify SWE in large polygons that may span great

elevation ranges. In addition, due to the low spatial resolution of the method, Thiessen

polygons fail to capture areas of high SWE in the shaded regions along the ridges in the

southwest perimeter of the basin. For these reasons, distributed SWE maps generated

with the Thiessen polygon method were not used as snowmelt model initial conditions.

For all distributed SWE maps, the average basin-wide SWE in cm and the total basin-

wide water volume in cubic meters were calculated and compared to the integrated

hydrograph of measured discharge at the Echaurren basin outlet (Table 3.1). The

distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method (Figure 3.3) has a basin-

wide water volume that is very close to the actual measured basin discharge. The neural

network method created a distributed SWE map (Figure 3.4) possessing a basin-wide

water volume slightly higher than the measured volume. Figure 3.6 was generated using

1992 snow survey data that was randomly shifted 10 m. The average SWE value of this

map is 4.823 cm greater than the un-shifted distributed SWE map.
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Figure 3.5 Distributed SWE map generated with the Thiessen polygon method using
1992 snow survey data. Values are in cm of SWE.
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Figure 3.6 Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree interpolation method
and 1992 field survey data randomly shifted 10m. Values are centimeters of SWE.
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A data set that mimics actual field survey locations was created by extracting SWE and

physical basin parameters from the synthetic distributed SWE map (Figure 3.7) at 100

randomly generated points. A total of ten recreated distributed SWE maps were

generated with the regression tree and neural network methods using this data set

(Figures 3.8a-b and 3.9). Both interpolation methods overestimated the average basin-

wide SWE. The regression tree method overestimated basin-wide S'WE an average of

39.640 cm. The neural network method only overestimated basin-wide SWE by 14.003

cm on average. In addition, the average basin-wide SWE values of distributed SWE

maps generated with the regression tree method have greater variability than those of the

neural network method.

Similarly, the two interpolation methods were used to recreate the 1992 distributed SWE

map generated with the regression tree method (Figure 3.3) using data extracted at the

same 100 locations. Four of the five average SWE values of the distributed SWE maps

recreated with the regression tree method fall within 1.3 cm of the target SWE value

(Figures 3.10a-e). On the other hand, the neural network distributed SWE maps have

much higher average SWE values, with the highest 37.066 cm higher than the target

SWE value (Figure 3.11). In addition, distributed SWE images generated with the neural

network method possess average SWE values with much higher variability than the

regression tree output images.
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Figure 3.7 Synthetic distributed SWE image generated using artificial non-linear
relationships between independent variables and SWE from 1992 field survey data.
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Figure 3.8a. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
A data set randomly extracted from synthetic SWE data set. Values are centimeters of
SWE.
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Figure 3.86. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case

B data set randomly extracted from synthetic SWE data set. Values are centimeters of

SWE.
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Figure 3.8e. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
C data set randomly extracted from synthetic SWE data set. Values are centimeters of
SWE.
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Figure 3.8d. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case

D data set randomly extracted from synthetic SWE data set. Values are centimeters of

SWE.
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Figure 3.8e. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case

E data set randomly extracted from synthetic SWE data set. Values are centimeters of

SWE.
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Figure 3.9 Distributed SWE map generated with the neural network method using SWE
and physical basin parameters extracted at 100 radomly-selected points from the
synthetic distributed SWE map. Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3. lOa. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case

A data set randomly extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map.

Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3.10b. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
B data set randomly extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map.
Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3.10c. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
C data set randomly extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map.
Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3.10d. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
D data set randomly extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map.
Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3.10e. Distributed SWE map generated with the regression tree method from case
E data set randomly extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map.
Values are centimeters of SWE.
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Figure 3.11 Distributed SWE map generated with the neural network method from data
set extracted from original 1992 regression tree distributed SWE map. Values are
centimeters of SWE.
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Table 3.1 Basin-wide average SWE and total basin water v

Figure number Description

Average basin-wide SWE (cm)

and

Total basin-water volume (m3)

N/A Measured basin discharge 175.000a 7,608,902

3.4 1992 neural network dist. SWE 180.148 8,247,260

3.3 1992 regression tree dist. SWE 168.049 7,693,375

3.7 Synthetic dist. SWE 168.830 7,729,130

3.6 1992 10m shifted regression tree

dist. SWE 172.872 7,914,140

3.8 a Regression	 tree	 generated-dist.

SWE from synthetic SWE (A) 206.615 9,485,940

3.8 b Regression	 tree	 generated-dist.

SWE from synthetic SWE (B) 218.368 9,997,000

3.8 c Regression	 tree	 generated-dist.

SWE from synthetic SWE (C) 201.056 9,204,440

3.8 d Regression	 tree	 generated-dist.

SWE from synthetic SWE (D) 206.088 9,434,790

3.8 e Regression	 tree	 generated-dist.

SWE from synthetic SWE (E) 210.224 9,624,160

3.9 Neural net generated dist. SWE

from synthetic SWE (A) 183.047 8,379,960

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from synthetic SWE (B) 182.204 8,341,410

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from synthetic SWE (C) 183.192 8,386,640

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from synthetic SWE (D) 183.812 8,415,010
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Table 3.1-- Continued

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from synthetic SWE (E) 181.912 8,328,020

3.10a Regression	 tree	 generated	 dist.

SWE from 1992 reg. tree map (A) 173.952 7,963,590

3.10b Regression	 tree	 generated	 dist.

SWE from 1992 reg. tree map (B) 168.505 7,714,230

3.10c Regression	 tree	 generated	 dist.

SWE from 1992 reg. tree map (C) 168.092 7,695,330

3.10d Regression	 tree	 generated	 dist.

SWE from 1992 reg. tree map (D) 169.349 7,752,870

3.10e Regression	 tree	 generated	 dist.

SWE from 1992 reg. tree map (E) 168.859 7,7330,450

3.11 Neural net generated dist. SWE

from 1992 reg. tree map (A) 196.781 9,008,740

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from 1992 reg. tree map (B) 186.660 8,545,370

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from 1992 reg. tree map (C) 187.258 8,572,760

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from 1992 reg. tree map (D) 205.115 9,390,270

N/A Neural net generated dist. SWE

from 1992 reg. tree map (E) 186.686 8,546,580

'Based on 4,338,685 m2 SCA not total basin area of 4,692,500 m2 .
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3.3 Sensitivity of Regression Tree to Uncertainties in Field Data

Both the original 1992 distributed SWE map (Figure 3.3) and the distributed SVVE map

generated using the regression tree method with the randomly shifted 1992 field data

(Figure 3.6) reveal qualitatively similar patterns of SWE accumulation. SWE is

positively controlled by elevation in each map, with the same anomalous band of high

SWE accumulation present in each image. The ridges along the northeast border of each

map similar patterns of SWE, because no snow samples were taken in those regions due

to the extreme topography. Additionally, the higher elevations of the northwestern

border possess nearly identical regimes of SWE distribution, again because high slopes

forbade the measurement of snow accumulation. SWE accumulation in the lower

elevations of the basin did not change much between the two images. This could be

explained by the flat topography of the lower basin: small shifts in sample location

maintain similar physical properties.

An evaluation of the regression tree grown using the original 1992 snow survey data set

(Figure 3.1) and the regression tree generated with the 10 m location shift (Figure 3.2)

reveal several similarities. For both regression trees, the first three splits are nearly

identical, with splits on elevation at similar values. Below the third split on radiation, the

similarities cease. For the original 1992 regression tree, the primary split is on radiation

at 30.22 W/m2. On the other hand, the data set randomly shifted 10 m reveals a fourth

split on 17.5°. Under these divisions, both regression trees are further classified

primarily on radiation and elevation splits.
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The differences in the two regression trees are evident in a percent difference plot. The

percent difference image between the original 1992 distributed SWE map and the map

generated with the altered data set reveals some differences, the most significant of which

are located in the upper elevations of the basin (Figure 3.12). Percent differences in the

ridges on the southwestern edge of the basin commonly range between —30 to —16

percent and 16 to 30 percent, indicating a lack of robustness in the regression tree

technique; even small changes in the input data set produce dramatic differences in

output.

Histograms of SWE classes of these two regression tree distributed SWE maps appear

essentially the same in the 160-200 cm range, although SWE distribution appears

somewhat different overall. SWE values in each histogram range from 1.066 m to 2.869

m and are grouped in comparable SWE classes (Figures 3.13a and 3.13b). Indeed, basin

wide SWE values for each image are very similar; the average SWE for the original

image is 168.049 cm and for the shifted data points, the average SWE is 172.872. These

SWE values produce total basin-wide water contents of 7,693,375 m 3 and 7,914,140 m 3 ,

respectively. When compared to the histogram of the neural network distributed SWE

map (Figure 3.14) it is revealed that the neural network map extrapolates SWE much

lower than the regression tree. In fact, SWE values are extrapolated down to 0 cm. In

addition the bulk of SWE values in the neural network map reside around 200 cm vs. a

more broad distribution in the regression tree case.
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3.4 Error Analysis of Regression Tree and Neural Network Classifiers

Regression tree and the neural network methods were employed to recreate two known

distributed SWE maps. The two known distributed SWE maps analyzed were the

synthetic distributed SWE map (Figure 3.7) and the distributed SWE map generated from

1992 snow survey data using the regression tree method (Figure 3.3). As previously

discussed, five new data sets of 100 points each were generated by randomly choosing

100 points, at which the co-registered SWE and physical basin parameters were

extracted. These data sets were then used to create four sets of five new distributed SWE

maps each.

Figures 3.8a-e show distributed SWE maps generated with the regression tree method

with data extracted from the synthetic distributed SWE map. Figure 3.7 is a distributed

SWE map created with the neural network using the same synthetic distributed SWE

map. Distributed SWE maps generated with the neural network from all five sets of

randomly selected data are essentially the same, indicating the robustness of the method.

On the other hand, the regression tree method creates distributed SWE maps from each

set of data that are quite different. For example, SWE accumulation in the lowest portion

of the basin is of three classes: from 1 to 79 cm, 80 to 173 cm, and above 201 cm. The

sunny northern slopes of the transverse ridges along the basin's western possess a similar

variety of SWE: accumulation levels range from 80 to over 201 cm. In addition, snow on
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Figure 3.12 Percent difference distributed SWE map generated by subtracting distributed

SWE map created with radomly shifted 1992 field survey data from original 1992
distributed SWE map.
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Figure 3.13a Histogram of SWE classes of the origal 1992 distribute SWE map created

with the regression tree method for areas less than 55 percent slope.
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Figure 3.13b Histogram of SWE classes of the 1992 distribute SWE map created with
the regression tree method and field survey data randomly shifted 10m for areas less than
55 percent slope.
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Figure 3.14 Histogram of SWE classes of the origal 1992 distribute SVVE map created

with the neural network method for areas less than 55 percent slope.
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the northern cliffs and above the cliffs in the center of the basin also posses a wide range

of SWE distributions between each of the five data sets.

Similarly, data extracted from the 1992 regression tree distributed SWE (Figure 3.3) map

were used to generate new distributed SWE maps with the regression tree and neural

network techniques. Distributed SWE images created with the regression tree technique

from the regression tree data are not as heterogeneous in appearance as the synthetic

SWE-derived images above, probably because of the lesser degree of variety of SWE

values in the regression tree SWE map. All five images possess the anomalous band of

high SWE accumulation in the lower portion of the basin. In addition, the glacier exerts a

strong affect on the SWE distribution of the basin; in all cases SWE accumulation above

the glacier is over 201 cm. In four out of the five SWE maps, SWE accumulation in the

middle of the basin is between 80 to 173 cm. Despite the qualitative similarities between

the five images, the maps are quite different in overall appearance indicating the lack of

robustness in the regression tree as an interpolation tool. For example, two of the images

have extremely high SWE accumulation from 191 cm and up, where accumulation in the

other three images hovers around 80 to 173 cm. While the regression tree method

produced four substantially different distributed SWE images, the neural network again

generated five images nearly identical to Figure 3.11, revealing the robustness of the

neural network as an interpolation method.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of errors for interpolation of regression tree SWE.
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Shortwave Radiation
Echaurren point average daily shortwave radiation

Figure 3.17 Echaurren basin average daily shortwave radiation flux modeled with point

energy balance model. Black line is average daily observed incident solar radiation at the

meteorological station. Blue line is average daily shortwave radiation (beam plus

diffuse) on a flat surface at the average elevation of the basin (0.3-3.1 gm). Red line is
four-day running average.
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Figure 3.18 Echaurren basin average daily longwave radiation flux modeled with
distributed energy balance model.
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Figure 3.19 Echaurren basin average daily latent heat flux modeled with distributed
energy balance model.
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After the summer solstice, to approximately the end of March, 1993, average daily

longwave radiation averages decreases to around —80 W/m2 .

The average daily latent heat flux calculated by both models shows a positive correlation

with solar radiation (Figure 3.19). Latent heat flux is near —300 W/m2 at the beginning

and end of the model run, and peaks at around —100 W/m2 near the summer solstice.Both

point and distributed energy balance models generated equal sensible heat flux results

(Figure 3.21). The trend of sensible heat flux matches that of temperature closely (Figure

2.10). Finally, the above components are summed to calculate the net energy available

for snowmelt.

3.6 Comparison of actual vs. modeled hydrographs

Eight hydrographs were generated from the four different snowmelt models for two

initial distributed SWE cases using the regression tree and neural network interpolation

methods. Runoff at the outlet of the Echaurren basin was measured from September 30,

1992 when the first snow survey team repaired the hydrograph to April 30, 1992 when

the hydrograph stopped recording for the snowmelt season.

The actual Echaurren hydrograph has a bell shape (Figure 3.21) but lacks a prominent

ascending arm. Low flow at beginning and end of the snowmelt period is around 10,000

to 12,000 m3/day. Peak flows in December, 1992 and January, 1993 average

approximately 80,000 m3/day. The total volume of the integrated hydrograph is
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Figure 3.20 Echaurren basin average daily sensible heat flux modeled with distributed
energy balance model.
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7,608,902 m3. See Table 3.2 below for a comparison of actual vs. modeled integrated

hydrographs for all cases.

First, the degree-day snowmelt model generated two hydrographs. The first was created

using a distributed SWE map interpolated with the regression tree technique and 1992

snow survey data (Figure 3.22). The second hydrograph was created in a similar manner,

but with the neural network distributed SWE map as an initial snow cover condition

(Figure 3.23). Both figures are nearly identical, but the time that all snow cover is melted

differs between the two hydrographs (Table 3.2). The regression tree initial SWE case

finishes melting at February 13, 1993 at 11:00 am, while the neural network hydrograph

stops flowing at February 18, 1993 at 10:00 am. The difference in finishing times

reflects the difference in initial SWE conditions. The flow of each hydrograph starts out

slow from September to December, 1992 at around 20,000 m3 and peaks from mid-

December to mid-February, 1993 before the snow cover is depleted.
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Table 3.2 Comparison of actual vs. modeled integrated hyrdrographs.

Hydrograph case Integrated
hydrograph (m3) 

7,608,902

Remaining snow cover (m3) H20
on April 30, 1993

UnknownActual basin discharge

Decimal degree: reg. tree 7,693,375 Depleted: 2/13/1993, 11:00 am

Decimal degree: neural net 8,247,260 Depleted: 2/18/1993, 11:00 am

Point energy (pt. SW rad.): tree 7,693,375 Depleted: 11/7/1992, 11:00 am

Point energy (pt. SW rad.): net 8,247,260 Depleted: 11/9/1992, 10:00 am
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Figure 3.22 Echaurren basin discharge modeled with degree-day method from regression
tree 1992 distributed SWE map. Black line is actual data. Blue line is 10 day running
average. Red line is 10-day running average of observed data.
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Figure 3.23 Echaurren basin discharge modeled with degree-day method from neural net

1992 distributed SWE map. Black line is actual data. Blue line is 10 day running
average. Red line is 10-day running average of observed data.
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Figure 3.24 Echaurren basin discharge modeled with hybrid point elevation-weighted

energy balance model (using point values for shortwave radiation) from regression tree

1992 distributed SWE map. Black line is actual data. Blue line is 10 day running

average. Red line is 10-day running average of observed data.
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Figure 3.25 Echaurren basin discharge modeled with hybrid point elevation-weighted

energy balance model (using point values for shortwave radiation) from neural net 1992

distributed SWE map. Black line is actual data. Blue line is 10 day running average.

Red line is 10-day running average of observed data.
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Second, in the case of the hybrid point energy balance model that uses clear sky radiation

values calculated at the average basin elevation point, both hydrographs are nearly

identical (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). The model using the regression tree distributed SWE

map as an initial condition finished melting on November 7, 1992 at 11:00 am, while the

neural network case melted only until November 9, 1992 at 10:00 am. Flow in both cases

for the month of October, 1992 averages around 80,000 m3 and around 175,000 m 3

before snow cover is depleted and flow ceases in early November, 1992.

Finally, the distributed energy balance model generated two identical hydrographs for

both the regression tree and neural network initial SWE conditions. These two

hydrographs are essentially identical to those generated with both hybrid point energy

balance models.
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CHAPTER 4

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Comparison of SVVE Interpolation Methods

As discussed earlier, the distributed SWE maps generated with the regression tree and

neural network methods using snow accumulation data from the Echaurren basin

generally produce distributed SWE maps with a positive relationship between elevation

and SWE. Regions of higher slope tend to have lower SWE values due to avalanching.

Shaded regions of the southern slopes tend to guard areas of high SWE where net solar

radiation is low. The glaciated higher portions of the basin and talus fields of lower

slopes tend to harbor regions of higher SWE.

4.1.1 Field Survey SWE Data

Overall, samples from the 1992 field survey show that the SWE accumulation in the

Echaurren basin shows a positive relationship for elevation (Figure 4.1). Lower

temperatures in the higher elevations in general create higher SWE accumulations.

Although higher temperatures at lower elevations can melt snow, creating a denser snow

pack with higher SWE values, this phenomenon is not observed in the Echaurren basin.

Indeed, Figure 4.2 shows two sample points from the snow-covered meadow in the lower

portion of the basin around 3200 m that posses SWE values close to 100 cm, a low value

for the basin.



SWE vs. Elevation
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Figure 4.1 SWE vs. elevation for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are 1992 field survey

data. Black line is a linear regression fit of the data.
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SWE vs. Soil Type
Sample points (80) from 1992 field survey
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Figure 4.2 SWE vs. soil type for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are 1992 field survey

data. Black line is a linear regression fit of the data. Soil type one is glacier, two is
exposed bedrock, three is snow-covered meadow, and four is talus.
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SWE vs. Elevation
100 random points, 1992 regression tree dist. SWE

Figure 4.3 SWE vs. elevation for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are SWE and
elevation values at 100 randomly-selected points extracted from the distributed SWE map
created with the regression tree interpolation method using 1992 field survey data. Black
line is a linear regression fit of the data.
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accumulation are found along the shaded southern slopes of the transverse ridges along

the southwest flank of the basin. In addition, SWE values along the northeast boundary

are slightly less than SWE values along the southwest perimeter of the basin, reflecting

the counterintuitive radiation split of the regression tree method shown in Figure 3.1. For

radiation values less than or equal to 9.0333 W/m2 the corresponding SWE value is 1.503.

Regions of a radiation greater than 9.0333 W/m2 show a SWE value of 1.938. It would

be expected that areas exposed to intense solar radiation would have a lower

corresponding SWE value. The neural network also exhibits a similar relationship

between SWE and radiation. The neural network method on the other hand is able to

extrapolate SWE values outside of the range of input snow survey data. So, even though

no survey points are located in the steep slopes of the northeast of the basin, the neural

network infers that low SWE values should lie in this steep region where avalanching

would denude slopes of snow.

Figure 4.4 shows that for the regression tree SWE values, no relationship exists between

SWE and soil type. Despite this fact, snow samples taken on the glacier have the lowest

variation in SWE values, with most around 200 cm. Rock and talus, on the other hand,

exhibit a greater variation in SWE values, with most between 100 and 300 cm.

4.1.3 Neural Network Method

Qualitatively, distributed SWE maps generated with the neural network technique are

quite different than those created with the regression tree method. As was described
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SWE vs. Soil Type
100 random points, 1992 regression tree dist. SWE
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Figure 4.4 SWE vs. soil type for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are SWE and elevation

values at 100 randomly-selected points extracted from the distributed SWE map created

with the regression tree interpolation method using 1992 field survey data. Soil type one

is glacier, two is exposed bedrock, three is snow-covered meadow, and four is talus.
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earlier, SWE classes output by the regression tree technique are limited by the SWE

values of the snow survey. On the other hand, the neural network method can extrapolate

SWE values both greater and less than those gathered in the snow survey. As a result the

distributed SWE map generated by the neural network method is much more highly

detailed than the regression tree map (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In addition, the neural

network technique has many more classes of SWE values, further increasing the

resolution of the output distributed SWE map. For example, Figure 3.3 has 12 individual

SWE classes, while Figure 3.4 is made up of over 100 SWE values.

The distributed SWE map generated with the neural network method shows a similar

relationship between radiation and SWE as the regression tree product. For example,

both maps show areas of increasing SWE in shaded areas, where less melting would

occur, but on the shaded slopes of the northeast border of the basin, the opposite is true.

Here, SWE values are low and range between 1-cm and 79-cm of SWE. In this case, the

neural network may successfully capture a phenomenon of snow sloughing or

avalanching off of these steep slopes, even though no snow survey points were taken here

due to its dangerous location. Instead, the neural network was able to extrapolate lower

SWE values from sample points in other areas of the basin with higher SWE

accumulations. Figure 4.5 shows a trend for positive correlation between SWE and

elevation, although this is probably not a significant relationship. In addition, even

though the net solar radiation in the central portion of the basin (Figure 2.8) is quite high,

SWE in this area is also relatively high, with values from 80-cm to over 201-cm. It
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SWE vs. Elevation
100 random points, 1992 neural network dist. SWE

Figure 4.5 SWE vs. elevation for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are SWE and

elevation values at 100 randomly-selected points extracted from the distributed SWE map

created with the neural network interpolation method using 1992 field survey data. Black

line is a linear regression fit of the data.
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would be thought that areas of higher radiation would have lower SWE due to higher

melt rates. Instead, higher melt rates in the center of the basin may contribute to making

the snow pack denser, and therefore have a higher SWE.

The neural network technique generates distributed SWE maps that reveal much weaker

dependencies between SWE and elevation than that generated with the regression tree

method. While the highest elevations of the basin on the northwest border have high

SWE values, the lower central portion of the basin also has high SWE values. This may

be true because unlike the regression tree method, distributed SWE maps created with the

neural network technique are not constrained by defined linear physical relationships.

Instead, the neural network method excels in finding non-linear relationships between

SWE accumulation and physical characteristics of the basin. Another striking difference

between the neural network and regression tree maps is that the neural network maps lack

the high SWE band in the lower portion of the basin. This may be because the SWE

values generated by the neural network technique are not limited by SWE values

measured in snow surveys.

Finally, distributed SWE maps generated with neural network method do not show a

strong relationship between SWE and soil type. For example, Figure 4.6 shows that SWE

in the basin is essentially the same for all SWE classes and ranges room around 150 cm

to 275 cm regardless of soil type. In addition, SWE accumulation in the upper regions of

the Echaurren basin is not as strongly dominated by the presence of the glacier as the
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Figure 4.6 SWE vs. soil type for the Echaurren basin. Blue points are SWE and elevation

values at 100 randomly-selected points extracted from the distributed SWE map created

with the neural network interpolation method using 1992 field survey data. Soil type one

is glacier, two is exposed bedrock, three is snow-covered meadow, and four is talus.
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regression tree map. Again, this may be due to the fact that the neural network technique

is not as reliant on the exact snow survey values as the regression tree method, and can

extrapolate output SWE values outside the range of input SWE values.

4.1.4 Thiessen Polygon Method

The Thiessen polygon interpolation method produces a distributed SWE map that is

qualitatively similar to that produced by the regression tree and neural network methods.

(Figure 3.5). The greatest difference being in that fact that 80 snow survey samples were

taken so 80 polygons cover over four square kilometers of the basin's area. As a result,

the resolution of the Thiessen polygon distributed SWE map is very low. This problem is

particularly acute in the central portion of the basin where a small number of samples

were collected during the 1992 snow survey due to the presence of dangerously steep

slopes. In addition, the Thiessen polygon method appears to over-estimate SWE in the

basin compared to distributed SWE maps generated by the regression tree and neural

network methods. The problem of low spatial resolution is especially evident in areas of

high slope, where avalanches and sloughing of snow would produce a SWE accumulation

much lower than that shown by this method. The low resolution of the Thiessen polygon

method forced to SWE to be classified over large elevation ranges that may not

accurately represent the true SWE distribution in large polygons that may span great

elevation ranges. However, the anomalous band of high SWE accumulation present in

the regression tree distributed SWE map is also identifiable in the Thiessen polygon
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image. As discussed earlier, sample points in close proximity to the steep slopes in the

center of the basin may create a SWE distribution higher than reality.

In addition, due to the low spatial resolution of the method, Thiessen polygons fail to

capture areas of high SWE in the shaded regions along the ridges in the southwest

perimeter of the basin. In addition, the area of high SWE accumulation in the upper

elevations of the basin is much lower than in maps generated with the regression tree and

neural network methods. This may be caused by the paucity of points in this region. In

the upper elevation of the basin, the Thiessen polygon method is forced to extrapolate

points sampled at a lower elevation higher than is really accurate. For , the above reasons,

the Thiessen polygon distributed SWE map was not used as an initial condition for the

snowmelt models.

4.2 Sensitivity of Regression Tree Method to Uncertainties in Field Data

Several qualitative similarities exist between the original distributed SWE map and that

created with the shifted data (Figures 3.3 and 3.6). First, both distributed SWE maps

show a positive relationship between SWE and elevation. This could be explained by a

strong influence of temperature on SWE accumulation, or orographic effects generating

more snowfall at higher elevations. Second, the anomalous band of high SWE

accumulation is also present in both images. Even though some sample points were

moved 10-m, these points still lie below the avalanche chutes along the cliffs in this

portion of the basin. Third, the ridges of the northeast border of the basin both reflect a
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low SWE accumulation. This is because no sample points were taken in this region, so

the 10-m shift had no effect on the resulting distributed SWE image. Fourth, the glacier

in the upper regions of the basin exerts a strong influence on the SWE accumulation in

both distributed SWE images; even though some points were moved 10-m, they still were

affected by the presence of the glacier. Finally, the pattern of SWE accumulation in the

lower portion of the basin is essentially the same in either image. Due to the low slope of

this region, a shift of 10-m results in effectively the same physical parameters of the

basin.

A percent difference image was created between the original and shifted distribute SWE

maps (Figure 3.12). The most significant difference between the two images exists in the

upper region of the basin along the southwest border, where percent differences range

between —30 to —16 and 16 to 30 percent. These differences could be explained by the

fact that four or five samples were taken in this region of steep slopes and a 10 m shift in

sample location would provide very different co-located physical parameters than the

original survey point. In addition, some isolated portions of the upper basin have percent

differences in excess of —50%. Again, this may be due to the large number of sample

points and high slopes in this area. The prominent band of high SWE accumulation in

the lower portion of the basin ranges between 3082-m and 3174-m in the original

distributed SWE map and 3081-m to 3171-m in the map with shifted survey points. The

difference in elevation of the band produces the two thin lines in the percent difference

image.
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A similar percent difference map was constructed for distributed SWE maps generated

using the original and shifted data sets. This map revealed almost no differences between

the two distributed SWE maps.

4.3 Error Analysis of Regression Tree and Neural Network Methods

One hundred points representing a snow survey were randomly chosen and SWE and co-

registered physical parameters were extracted from the original 1992 regression tree

generated map SWE map (Figure 3.3) and the synthetic SWE map (Figure 3.7) to create

two data sets from which new SWE maps were created. An error analysis was conducted

where error is equal to the target SWE map minus the new SWE map. When the

regression tree distributed SWE map was reproduced, it was found that the regression

tree generated a map with lower errors than the neural network (Figure 3.15). On the

other hand, the neural network reproduces the synthetic SWE map with much lower

errors than the regression tree interpolation method.

The differences in errors between the neural network and regression tree techniques may

have several reasons. First the regression tree method is a linear classifier. For this

reason, the technique regenerated the distributed SWE map that was created with this

linear interpolation method. It poorly reconstructed the synthetic SWE map that was

generated using non-linear relationships between SWE and physical basin parameters.
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On the other hand, the neural network is a non-linear classifier; where the regression tree

method failed, the neural network reconstructed initial SWE maps well.

In addition, errors overall for all four cases were shifted to the left towards more negative

errors. Possibly, the original SWE survey field data follows a log normal distribution.

When SWE information is extracted for 100 points from the original distributed SWE

image, the new data set that is extracted may approach the mean, following the Central

Limits Theorem. As a result, the new data set for SWE may follow more of a normal

distribution, generating SWE values higher than they really should be. Hence, the

distributed SWE map generated from this data set, when subtracted from the original

distributed SWE map would result in dominantly negative errors.

4.4' Energy Balance Model Results

While the energy balance snowmelt models both calculated four distinct energy balance

components, the most important factors contributing to snowmelt in the Echaurren basin

appear to be shortwave radiation and temperature. Figure 3.17 shows that shortwave

radiation steadily increases and peaks at the summer solstice of December 22 and then

declines to the end of the model run on April 30. This trend in shortwave radiation is

also reflected in the values of latent heat flux shown in Figure 3.20. In addition, the plot

for latent heat flux also shows some dependence on temperature, with slightly higher

values from January to March, 1993, when temperatures in the basin are at the maximum.

This trend of dependence is even clearer in the plot of longwave radiation, with high
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values from January to March, 1993 (Figure 3.19). Again, a positive correlation between

temperature and sensible heat is shown in Figure 3.21, although less evident.

4.5 Comparison of Actual vs. Modeled Hydrographs

The measured runoff hydrograph at the Echaurren outlet is shown in Figure 3.24. The

first day of recorded flow is on September 30, 1992. This day corresponds to the day of

the first snow survey of 1992, when the hydrograph paper was replaced. Flow continues

until April 30, 1993, when the hydrograph froze, broke or ran out of paper. It should be

noted that the recorded flow of the Echaurren basin stream starts on September 30, 1992

at approximately 15,000 m 3, indicating that the actual snowmelt may have started

significantly earlier. Nevertheless, the hydrograph is bell-shaped with several small

peaks on either side that correspond to periods of higher temperature. For example, the

period of high flow in mid-October corresponds to a period of slightly higher temperature

(Figure 2.10). Similar periods of high flow due to temperature also occurred around mid-

February, 1993 and the end of March, 1993. On the other hand, in December, 1992 and

January, 1993, runoff in the Echaurren basin is primarily dominated by high shortwave or

solar radiation fluxes due to the summer solstice. At this time, the peak discharge of the

basin is approximately 80,000 m3 per day. A cold front in the middle of April, 1993

essentially terminates measurable snow melt for the year. Any runoff due to the warm

period at the end of April, 1993 appears to have been in storage at the onset of winter.
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The first modeled hydrographs to be compared to the actual Echaurren discharge are

generated by the degree-day snowmelt model. In Figures 3.25 and 3.26 the positive

correlation between snowmelt and temperature that this model is based upon are obvious.

Periods of high temperature in mid-November, 1992 and from January to March, 1993

directly correspond to periods of high runoff. While the shape of the two degree-day

hydrographs is similar to the observed basin runoff early on, this model melts snow much

faster than reality, causing modeled runoff to fall to zero before measured runoff. In this

case, snow cover was depleted on February 13, 1993 and February 18, 1993 for the

regression tree and neural network initial distributed SWE conditions.

The second pair of hydrographs to be compared to the measured hydrograph was

generated using the hybrid point elevation-weighted energy balance snowmelt model

using point values for clear sky radiation. Both modeled hydrographs are nearly identical,

with snow remaining at the end of the simulation for both cases. Hydrographs generated

with the hybrid point elevation-weighted energy balance model do not compare well to

the measured runoff hydrograph as snowmelt ceases early in November in both cases

(Figures 3.27 and 3.28). Modeled solar radiation for this model is shown in Figure 3.17.

While peak observed solar radiation (beam only) is around 350 W/m2 , peak modeled

solar radiation (beam plus diffuse) is over 600 W/m2. The later value ignores

topographic effects on radiation.
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The distributed energy balance model generated the third pair of hydrographs to be

compared with the measured runoff hydrograph. Both the regression tree and neural

network initial distributed SWE condition model runs produced identical hydrographs,

with snow remaining at the end of the model simulation (Table 3.2).

The fourth set of hydrographs to be compared to the measured hydrograph was generated

using the hybrid point elevation-weighted energy balance snowmelt model using

averaged values for distributed clear sky radiation. The shape of these two hydrographs

is essentially the same as those generated with the earlier point and distributed energy

balance snowmelt models.

Finally, none of the snowmelt models is particularly sensitive to the effects of wind speed

or relative humidity (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). Wind speed averaged around 10 kph

throughout the entire modeling period, so it is difficult to discern the effect wind may

have had on snowmelt. The only increase in wind speed occurred in mid April, with the

passing of the first strong winter cold front. Similarly relative humidity throughout the

modeling period hovers around 45 percent, dipping slightly at the arrival of the first cold

front of the winter in April. This perturbation in the basin appears to have had a

negligible effect on runoff, perhaps due to the decrease in average temperature to around

minus six degrees Celsius.
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CHAPTER 5

5. CONCLUSION

Precipitation, primarily in the form of snow in the high Andes Mountains of central

Chile, is both highly variable in timing and amount. Therefore, the accurate forecasting

of spring and summer snowmelt is critically important. The Echaurren basin is one of the

sub-watersheds whose snowmelt forms a source of the Maipo River. The river, an

analogue to the rivers that drain the Sierra Nevada Mountains of Southern California,

flows from the mountains down to the Central Valley, home to five million Santiago

residents, as well as an economically important irrigated agriculture industry. Two dams

already exist in the upper reaches of the Maipo watershed. As a result, the high marginal

cost of building new dams to increase river storage would be cost prohibitive.

Currently, hydrologists with the Chilean government employ simple regression methods

to predict spring and summer runoff of the Maipo River. While this method works, it is

does not give much insight into the timing and volume of discharge and performs poorly

in years of extremely high or low snowfall. In order to manage limited water resources in

central Chile, as well as southern California more effectively, it is important to develop

more effective methods of streamflow prediction. This research project intends to

evaluate the relative accuracy of methods to map the amount and spatial distribution of

snow in alpine headwater basins like Echaurren. Snow accumulation is an important
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initial conditions for snowmelt models, such as the energy balance model developed by

Don Cline, that was used to evaluate the different interpolation methods (Cline, 1998).

One question that this study seeks to answer is to determine the sensitivity of distributed

SWE maps generated with regression trees and neural networks. First, in order to

determine the sensitivity of distributed SWE maps generated with the regression tree

method, snow survey points from the 1992 survey were randomly shifted ±10-m. A

percent difference analysis showed that maps generated with the original and the shifted

data set were commonly 16 to 30 percent different. This result reveals that the regression

tree interpolation method is highly sensitive to changes in the location of field survey

points as small as ten meters. Future studies using the regression tree interpolation

method may need to include more physical basin characteristics, or other parameters to

capture any sensitivities caused by shifts in sample points. Second, the sensitivity of

distributed SWE maps generated with the regression tree and neural network techniques

was assessed by recreating distributed SWE maps from two known maps. 100 points

were randomly chosen from realistic snow survey locations from a synthetic distributed

SWE map and the map generated using the 1992 snow survey data. The error analysis of

these recreated images indicates that for the Echaurren basin, the neural network method

recreates the initial maps with significantly lower error than the regression tree technique.

As a result, the neural network method appears to be a more highly robust interpolation

method.than the regression tree.
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The second primary question that this study seeks to answer is if SWE maps generated

with the regression tree and the neural network interpolation methods reproduce the

observed stream hydrograph when melted with the degree-day, point energy balance, and

distributed energy balance snowmelt models. When this assessment is made, it is

extremely important to consider the fact that the Echaurren basin stream hydrograph may

not be a true record of the actual melt. In fact, Fernando Escobar, a lead snow

hydrologist with the Direcci6n General de Aguas, mentioned that the hydrograph has

serious leak problems [Escobar, 1996]. In addition, the discharge record for the

Echaurren basin does not commence until September 30, 1992, when the first snow

survey of the year made repairs, even though temperatures in the basin were well above

zero degrees Celsius at times during September and significant snowmelt may have

occurred. In fact, on September 30, 1992, the flow was already at around 15,000 m 3 ,

indicating that snowmelt probably initiated before this date. Another problem is that the

hydrograph either broke, froze, or ran out of paper on April 30, 1993 before a lengthy

record of post snowmelt baseflow was established. All of these factors call into doubt the

accuracy of the hydrograph record; even though the integrated observed hydrograph adds

up to 7,608,902 m 3 , the actual basin discharge may be somewhat higher. It is essential to

understand the limitations of the 1992-1993 observed hydrograph when interpreting the

snowmelt model results.

First, the degree-day snowmelt model does a good job reproducing the timing of the

observed snowmelt hydrograph until the snow pack was exhausted in mid-February, 1993
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for both the regression tree and neural network initial distributed SWE conditions. It

appears that the snowmelt coefficient (1.1 x 10-3 cm m3/ °C dy kg ) in the following

empirically derived formula is too high for the Echaurren basin:

Melt (cm) —(degree-day) x (1.1 x 10-.3 CM ///3/ °C dy kg) x (bulk snow density) (1)

Perhaps if this coefficient were decreased, this method would provide a snowmelt

hydrograph that matches the observed hydrograph for the entire model period. As a

result, the degree-day snowmelt model appears not to be transferable between basins

without significant calibration. Second, the shape of the hydrographs generated with the

distributed energy balance model is essentially the same for both initial SWE cases. This

result shows that the pattern of SWE distribution does not matter as much as the total

basin-wide SWE for the Echaurren basin. Third, both hybrid point elevation-weighted

and distributed snowmelt models produce hydrographs with the same timing of runoff.

In all cases, discharge appears to be controlled primarily by periods of increased

temperature. In all the above models, the effects of solar radiation on snowmelt are

underestimated. Finally, the hybrid point elevation-weighted snowmelt model using

average clear sky shortwave radiation values generated hydrographs that most accurately

recreated the total volume of discharge (4,137,615 m 3) of the observed runoff hydrograph

(7,608,902 m 3). The only problem with this method is that a substantial amount of snow

remained at the end of both model runs. In the case of the regression tree initial

distributed SWE condition, 3,55,760 m 3 of SWE remained, and the neural network

simulation ended with 4,109,610 m 3 SWE still in the basin. While the timing of runoff is

accurate, perhaps this snowmelt model could be improved to more accurately forecast the
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volume of discharge in the Echaurren basin. Since the hydrographs for this model

already reveal a strong correlation between elevated temperatures and runoff, a potential

improvement could be in the estimation of effect of shortwave radiation on snowmelt

(Figures 3.22 and 3.23).

The analyses of modeled runoff hydrographs conducted in this study indicate for the

Echaurren basin that the hybrid point elevation-weighted snowmelt model using average

clear sky shortwave radiation values produces a hydrographs most similar to the shape of

the observed hydrograph for both the regression tree and neural network initial SWE

conditions. Despite the accurate shape of these hydrographs, a large volume of SWE

remains at the end of the model period for both snowcover cases. Results of the analysis

conducted in the first portion of this study indicate that the neural network method is less

sensitive to uncertainties in field data location that the regression tree interpolation

method. In addition, inaccuracies of the volume of the integrated Echaurren streamflow

hydrograph due to leaking and an incomplete record (7,608,902 m 3 ), the neural network

1992 distributed SWE map (8,247,260 m 3) may be a more realistic estimation of basin-

wide SWE than the regression tree estimation (7,693,375 m 3 ).

Once the volume of runoff generated with the hybrid point elevation-weighted snowmelt

model is made more accurate, it would useful to apply this method to a larger alpine

catchment. For example, it would be most useful for Chilean water management

professionals with the Direccién General de Aguas to apply this snowmelt model to the
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entire Maipo watershed, of which, the Echaurren basin is only a sub-watershed.

Obviously, the primary barriers to the implementation of a large-scale model would be

the lack of snow survey data for the entire basin and the lengthy computer time required

to run the neural network interpolation method and distributed energy balance model at

such a large scale. In the near future, the price of higher-speed computers is expected to

continue to fall, making a larger model run more computationally affordable. In addition,

the Chilean Water Directorate could collect more SWE data by installing low-cost snow

pillows with satellite telemetry in sub-watersheds of the Maipo basin to collect the SWE

data necessary as inputs to this model. In addition to further application in the Maipo

basin of Chile, it would be useful to investigate the application of the neural network

method and energy balance snowmelt model in alpine catchments elsewhere in the world.

Since Echaurren is a Southern Hemisphere analogue to the Emerald Lake watershed of

the Sierra Nevadas of the United States, it would be interesting to apply the model in that

basin.
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APPENDIX A
Snow Survey Data from 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996

1992 Snow Survey Data (Latitude, Longitude, Snow Water Equivalent in m)

395200 6284150 1.60779
395200 6284200 1.90691
395200 6284250 1.90691
395200 6284350 1.86952
395200 6284450 1.92561
395200 6284550 2.05647
395200 6284650 1.42084
395200 6284050 2.16864
395200 6283950 1.79474
395200 6283850 2.00039
395200 6283750 1.5704
395200 6283650 1.963
395200 6283550 1.963
395200 6283350 1.5704
395200 6283250 1.30866
395200 6283150 1.68257
395200 6283050 1.81343
395200 6282950 1.85082
395200 6282850 2.24342
395250 6284150 1.68257
395300 6284150 2.39299
395350 6284150 2.05647
395400 6284150 1.02824
395450 6284150 1.30866
395500 6284150 1.68257
395550 6284150 1.68257
395600 6284150 2.01908
395100 6284150 2.24342
395000 6284150 1.49562
394900 6284150 2.43038
395100 6283750 1.75735
395000 6283750 2.14995
394900 6283750 2.03778
394800 6283750 2.24342
394700 6283750 2.50516
394600 6283750 2.24342
394600 6283550 2.22473
394400 6283550 0.766503
394300 6283550 2.61733
394800 6283550 1.98169
395000 6283550 2.61733
395750 6283950 1.79474
395600 6283950 2.20603
395600 6283950 2.11256
395400 6283950 2.09386
395000 6284350 2.99123
395400 6284550 1.27127
395000 6283050 2.16864
395000 6283250 1.42084
395000 6283450 2.01908
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395000 6283650 2.3369
395000 6283950 1.81343
394800 6283950 2.50516
394600 6283350 2.05647
394400 6283350 2.61733
394200 6283350 1.08432
394200 6283150 1.86952
394000 6283150 1.49562
394400 6283150 1.58909
394800 6283350 2.05647
395000 6283350 1.12171
395400 6283350 1.23388
396250 6283350 1.16857
396150 6283350 0.870208
396050 6283350 3.20734
395950 6283350 3.38138
395850 6283350 2.26254
396050 6283550 2.88412
396250 6283450 1.76528
396250 6283550 1.86473
396250 6283650 2.38686
396250 6283750 2.48631
396450 6283550 1.64096
396250 6283250 1.69069
396250 6283150 0.248631
396250 6283050 1.44206
396250 6282950 1.1437
396350 6283350 1.74042
396450 6283350 1.1437
396450 6283150 0.895072

1993 Snow Survey Data (Latitude, Longitude, Snow Water Equivalent in m)

396224 6282812 2.08
396524 6282862 0.71
396224 6282867 1.56
396224 6282912 1.72
396524 6282912 1.04
396624 6282912 0.21
396224 6282962 1.56
396524 6282962 0.38
396624 6282962 0.28
396224 6283012 1.82
396524 6283012 0.94
396624 6283012 0.68
396224 6283062 2.03
396274 6283062 2.31
396324 6283062 1.06
396374 6283062 1.70
396424 6283062 1.82
396474 6283062 2.36
396519 6283062 1.13
396524 6283062 1.23
396574 6283062 0.85
396624 6283062 0.71
396224 6283112 2.36
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396524 6283112 1.86
396624 6283112 0.66
396224 6283162 2.60
396524 6283162 1.01
396624 6283162 0.40
396224 6283212 2.60
396524 6283212 1.56
396624 6283212 1.91
396224 6283262 1.44
396524 6283262 1.53
396624 6283262 1.70
396224 6283312 1.30
396524 6283312 2.36
396624 6283312 1.58
396224 6283362 1.63
396524 6283362 2.29
396624 6283362 0.97
395974 6283412 0.94
396024 6283412 1.37
396074 6283412 1.25
396124 6283412 1.94
396174 6283412 2.36
396224 6283412 2.69
396224 6283412 2.43
396274 6283412 2.36
396324 6283412 2.36
396374 6283412 2.01
396424 6283412 1.98
396474 6283412 1.49
396524 6283412 1.56
396524 6283412 1.56
396574 6283412 1.70
396624 6283412 1.37
396674 6283412 0.42
396724 6283412 1.70
396774 6283412 2.03
396824 6283412 1.84
396224 6283462 2.17
396524 6283462 2.19
396624 6283462 1.51
396224 6283512 2.24
396524 6283512 2.60
396624 6283512 2.24
396224 6283562 2.41
396524 6283562 2.22
396624 6283562 2.60
396224 6283612 2.78
396224 6283662 2.36
395250 6284620 2.260
395220 6284560 2.014
395190 6284500 1.947
395160 6284440 1.813
395150 6284390 1.813
395140 6284340 2.059
395140 6284280 2.507
395160 6284250 2.104



395200 6284200 2.059
395080 6284270 2.507
395040 6284220 2.686
395000 6284170 2.686
394970 6284130 2.686
394940 6284080 2.596
394920 6284030 2.686
394880 6283970 2.686
394850 6283910 2.686
394820 6283830 2.059
394780 6283760 2.686
395040 6284550 2.193
395080 6284530 2.507
395140 6284520 2.193
395240 6284470 1.925
395300 6284450 1.925
394980 6284390 2.686
395090 6284360 2.081
395190 6284330 1.925
395240 6284310 1.880
395140 6284150 2.372
395170 6284170 2.059
395250 6284240 1.970
394950 6284280 2.686
395010 6284270 2.686
394880 6284210 2.350
394940 6284190 2.686
395050 6284140 2.507
395090 6284120 2.551
394790 6284070 2.596
394840 6284050 2.686
394960 6283990 2.551
395020 6283970 2.014
394590 6283860 1.253
394650 6283850 2.686
394740 6283850 2.686
394870 6283790 2.551
394940 6283760 2.328
395010 6283730 2.037

1994 Snow Survey Data (Latitude, Longitude, Snow Water Equivalent in m)

395400 6284600 1.57604
395300 6284600 1.80228
395200 6284600 1.26543
395100 6284600 1.03535
395000 6284500 2.62673
395100 6284500 1.95567
395200 6284500 1.84063
395300 6284500 1.87897
395400 6284500 0.594369
395300 6284400 0.977833
395200 6284400 2.16657
395100 6284400 2.18574
395000 6284400 2.49252
394900 6284300 2.24326
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395000 6284300 2.91433
395100 6284300 2.18574
395200 6284300 2.24326
395100 6284250 2.20492
395000 6284200 2.79929
394900 6284200 2.33913
394800 6284100 3.04854
394900 6284100 2.24326
395000 6284100 2.66507
395100 6284100 1.41882
395100 6284000 1.49551
395000 6284000 2.62673
394900 6284000 2.03236
394800 6284000 2.70342
394700 6284000 2.70342
394510 6283620 2.24326
394440 6283570 2.45417
394360 6283510 1.39964
394280 6283450 1.97484
394200 6283390 2.08988
394110 6283320 2.76094
395150 6283900 1.66807
395040 6283900 2.28161
394950 6283900 2.60756
394850 6283900 1.95567
394750 6283900 3.10606
394660 6283900 3.25944
394550 6283900 3.37448
394500 6283850 1.70641
394450 6283850 3.01019
394300 6283350 3.31696
394450 6283200 3.33614
394550 6283200 2.51169
394650 6283200 2.26244
394750 6283200 2.33913
394850 6283200 2.68425
394940 6283200 2.435
394950 6283300 1.78311
394950 6283400 0.575196
394950 6283500 2.30078
394950 6283600 1.59138
394950 6283700 4.2948
394950 6283800 2.81846
394850 6283800 2.49252
394750 6283800 2.24326
396450 6283150 3.11755
396350 6283150 4.17933
396250 6283150 3.59196
396150 6283150 2.55278
396050 6283150 2.91423
396050 6283250 2.98201
396550 6283150 2.485
396580 6283150 1.51359
396580 6283250 2.59796
396580 6283350 1.53618
396450 6283250 4.38264
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396450 6283350 4.29228
396450 6283450 1.26509
396450 6283500 1.44582
396350 6283500 1.58137
396250 6283500 5.19592
396150 6283500 3.02719
396050 6283500 2.66573
395950 6283500 1.87505
396450 6283050 2.77869
396450 6282960 2.07837
396450 6282910 0.790683

1995 Snow Survey Data (Latitude, Longitude, Snow Water Equivalent in m)

395440 6284610 1.30904
395360 6284600 1.53956
395260 6284590 1.49605
395150 6284580 1.72022
395060 6284570 1.94792
395000 6284560 1.81753
395050 6284520 1.9178
395120 6284460 1.6134
395200 6284380 1.2093
395270 6284330 0.489878
395200 6284330 1.6635
395120 6284330 1.881
395010 6284330 2.23913
394910 6284330 2.52328
394990 6284210 2.28265
395040 6284150 1.87099
395090 6284060 1.12883
394990 6284020 1.71692
394890 6283980 1.6734
394790 6283940 2.403
394680 6283900 2.54372
394580 6283870 2.99137
394480 6283830 3.17566
394420 6283890 2.925
394350 6283780 2.925
394320 6283700 2.838
394250 6283630 2.1855
395050 6283980 1.38302
395030 6283880 1.4025
395010 6283760 2.07832
394990 6283670 2.0115
394970 6283590 1.62
394860 6283670 1.6437
394870 6283580 0.732143
394820 6283580 2.12179
394810 6283550 1.62
394780 6283510 2.38264
394830 6283430 1.533
394880 6283370 1.2285
394930 6283310 2.20874
394950 6283200 1.51335
394850 6283200 1.272
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394740 6283200 1.968
394640 6283200 0.992278
394550 6283200 1.42646
394440 6283200 1.881
394410 6283260 1.968
394340 6283320 1.7505
394240 6283310 2.25221
394140 6283360 2.03485
394070 6283380 2.403
394120 6283460 2.25221
394210 6283560 2.77395
396490 6283240 0.8518
396490 6283300 1.43552
396490 6283370 1.644
396490 6283440 0.8984
396610 6283460 1.2712
396660 6283450 0
396620 6283520 0.970043
396560 6283570 2.04097
396490 6283630 1.57521
396330 6283680 1.5508
396280 6283630 3.06589
396220 6283580 1.15619
396140 6283540 1.411
396100 6283460 0.8984
396040 6283410 0.87701
395990 6283370 0.830505
395960 6283460 1.178
395940 6283480 0.8984
395940 6283590 1.48208
395940 6283660 1.178
395940 6283750 1.34239
395980 6283810 1.80808
396010 6283880 2.11
396050 6283910 1.644

1996 Snow Survey Data (Latitude, Longitude, Snow Water Equivalent in m)

395400 6284600 0.3089304
395300 6284600 0.3731706
395200 6284600 0.5803272
395100 6284600 0.5723874
395000 6284500 0.6654996
395100 6284500 0.5622822
395200 6284500 0.4771098
395300 6284500 0.2656224
395300 6284400 0.1429164
395200 6284400 0.3341934
395100 6284400 0.4965984
395000 6284400 0.7102512
394900 6284400 0.700146
394900 6284300 0.718191
395000 6284300 0.4605084
395100 6284300 0.443907
395200 6284200 0.2584044
395200 6284200 0.451125
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395100 6284200 0.5023728
395000 6284200 0.299547
394950 6284200 0.346464
394900 6284200 0.7513938
394800 6284100 0.6438456
394900 6284100 0.6258006
395000 6284100 0.6005376
395100 6284100 0.443907
395100 6284000 0.2807802
395000 6284000 1.0328958
394900 6284000 0.5059818
394800 6284000 0.5853798
394700 6284000 0.5817708
394700 6283900 0.6221916
394800 6283900 0.5832144
394900 6283900 0.552177
395000 6283900 0.3601782
395100 6283900 0.5759964
395200 6283800 0.454734
395100 6283800 0.5550642
395000 6283800 0.5745528
394900 6283800 0.5853798
394800 6283800 0.4901022
394700 6283800 0.5355756
394600 6283800 0.7153038
395400 6283500 0.277893
395300 6283500 0.187668
395200 6283500 0.090225
395100 6283500 0.209322
395400 6283600 0.2641788
395300 6283600 0.6337404
395200 6283600 0.3876066
395100 6283600 0.223758
395000 6283600 0.3053214
394900 6283600 0.133533
395200 6283700 0.2699532
395100 6283700 0.4590648
395000 6283700 0.8098596
394900 6283700 0.3399678
394800 6283700 0.4756662
394550 6283850 0.8560548
394450 6283750 1.017738
394410 6283630 0.4937112
394330 6283560 0.2432466
394250 6283490 0.959994
394190 6283420 0.559395
394100 6283370 0.584658
394400 6283200 0.1746756
394500 6283200 0.3226446
394600 6283200 0.3154266
394700 6283200 0.2569608
394800 6283200 0.3666744
394900 6283200 0.2649006
395000 6283200 0.588267
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APPENDIX B
Regression Tree Script

This script generates is used by Splus to generate regression tree for creating distributed SWE map.

Regression Tree Script for 1992
SWE92.1ocation <- c('echaur','ECHAURREN, CHILE',NULL)
SWE92.mapset <- c('brad',NULL)
SWE92.sitelist <- c('swe 92',",NULL)
SWE92.wind.n <- 62855-74
SWE92.wind.s <- 6281404
SWE92.wind.w <- 392991
SWE92.wind.e <- 397686
SWE92.wind.ns.res <- 5
SWE92.wind.ew.res <- 5
SWE92.cat.histo <- matrix(c(600004,NA,NA,NA,NA,600004,140,NA,NA,NA,
600004,NA ,NA ,NA,NA, 6051 06,32119,65216,1750,78935,NULL),ncol=5,nrow=4,byrow=T)
SWE92.cat.l.histo <- c(600004,NULL)
SWE92.cat.2.histo <- c(600004,140,NULL)
SWE92.cat.3.histo <- c(600004,NULL)
SWE92.cat.4.histo <- c(605106,32119,65216,1750,78935,NULL)
SWE92.cat.name <- matrix(c('no data',",",",",'no data',
'0 degrees',",",",'no data',",",",",'no data',",",",",NULL),ncol=5,nrow=4,byrow,T)
SWE92.cat.1.name <- c('no data',NULL)
SWE92.cat.2.name <- c('no data',.0 degrees',NULL)
SWE92.cat.3.name <- c('no data',NULL)
SWE92.cat.4.name <- c('no data',",",",",NULL)
SWE92.nlayers <- 4
SWE92.1ayer.name <- matrix(cCelev_echaurren',",'slope_echaurren',
'slope in degreesVrad_net 92',",'soils',
'if((meadow&&soils),mea—dow,soils)',NULL),ncol=2,byrow=T)
SWE92.nsites <- 80
SWE92.site.e <- c(395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,
395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,395200,
395200,395200,395250,395300,395350,395400,395450,395500,395550,395600,
395100,395000,394900,3951 00,395000,394900,394800,394700,394600,394600,
394400,394300,394800,395000,395750,395600,395600,395400,395000,395400,
395000,395000,395000,395000,395000,394800,394600,394400,394200,394200,
394000,394400,394800,395000,395400,396250,396150,396050,395950,395850,
396050,396250,396250,396250,396250,396450,396250,396250,396250,396250,
396350,396450,396450,NULL)
SWE92.site.n <- c(6284150,6284200,6284250,6284350,6284450,6284550,
6284650,6284050,6283950,6283850,6283750,6283650,6283550,6283350,
6283250,6283150,6283050,6282950,6282850,6284150,6284150,6284150,
6284150,6284150,6284150,6284150,6284150,6284150,6284150,6284150,
6283750,6283750,6283750,6283750,6283750,6283750,6283550,6283550,
6283550,6283550,6283550,6283950,6283950,6283950,6283950,6284350,
6284550,6283050,6283250,6283450,6283650,6283950,6283950,6283350,
6283350,6283350,6283150,6283150,6283150,6283350,6283350,628335 0 ,
6283350,6283350,6283350,6283350,6283350,6283550,6283450,628355 0 ,
6283650,6283750,6283550,6283250,6283150,6283050,6282950, 6283350 ,
6283350,6283150,NULL)
SWE92.site.name <- c('1.60779,1.90691','1.90691','1.86952',
'1.92561,2.05647','1.42084,2.16864','1.79474,2.00039,1.5704',
'1.963','1.963,1.5704','1.30866,1.68257,1.81343,1.85082',
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'2.24342','1 .68257','2.39299','2.05647','
1.68257 ,2 .01908 ','2 . 24342V1.49562,2.43038V1.75735,2.14995',
'2.03778',2.24342','2.50516',2.24342',2.22473V0.766503'
'2.61733'1 .98169 ,2 . 61 733,1.79474,2.20603,2.11256,2.09386',
'2.99 123 , 1 . 27127 , 2 . 16864,1.42084,2.01908,2.3369,1.81343',
'2.5051 6 , 2 . 05647,2.61733,1.08432','1.86952','1.49562,1.58909',
'2.05647;1.12171%1.23388%1 .16857V0.870208V3.20734',
'3.38 1 38','2.26254','2.88412,1.76528,1.86473,2.38686,2.48631',
'1 . 64096V1.69069V0.248631V1.44206V1.1437','1.74042','1.1437',
'0.895072',NULL)
SWE92.site.data <- array(c(3669,3685 >3709,3735,3766,3794,3831,3667,
3665,3659,3638,3604,3601,3629,3643,3677,3718,3794,3871,3644,361 8,3590,
3583,3574,3570,3562,3540,3707,3719,3734,3649,3668,3680,3704,375  1,3816,
38 14 , 3 8 9 1, 3934 ,3711,3662,3411,3498,3498,3583,3759,3835,3798,3764,3691,
3651,3701,3721,3841,3933,3958,4038,4076,3941,3789,3721 ,3528,3034,3069,
3101,3144,3206,3125,3049,3073,3089,3108,3027,3023,3021,3053,3077,3012,
2989,2978,28,31,24,16,13,19,31,17,20,23,30,30,26,21,22,37,20,40,36,31,
37,1 1,16,34,15,17,19,16,8,12,13,16,10,37,37,29,35,42,21,34,204039
39,23,22,24,19,12,28,17,8,13,23,19,24,29,47,36,26,3 1,19,12,20,37,29,
47,21,32,14,20,48,23,21,24,24,36,20,10,8,4437, 1689,2755,3658,4560,
3740,1402,6610,5339,4642,3863,2509,6610,7430,59 13,7799,7963,9726,5790,
4232,2673,2591,2550,1156,2468,2550,2427,5216,4724,4314,4314,45 19,4273,
4396,5913,6569,1402,1320,4642,7922,7635,1033,2304,2304,7 102,3535,5995,
6118,7635,7799,4560,5134,4519,6897,8701,6774,9152,9193,8 168,8537,6692,
6077,3740,4355,3412,6528,2755,2304,2673,2222,1484,459, 1443,4478,6241,
6774,8045,3165,3658,45 19,5,5,5,2,2,2,2,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,3,2,3,3,5,5,5,
5,5,5,5,5,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,3,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,2,2,2,3,5,2,2,2,5,5,2,3,
3,2,5,5,5,5,5,5,3,3,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,4,NULL),c(1,80,4))
SWE92.site.mode <- matrix(c(3669,28,4437,5,3685,31,1689,5,3709,24,
2755,5,3735,16,3658,2,3766,13,4560,2,3794,19,3740,2,3831,31 ,1402,2,
3667,17,66 10,5,3665,20,5339,5,3659,23,4642,5,3638,30,3863,5,3604,30,
2509,5,3601,26,6610,5,3629,21,7430,5,3643,22,591 3,5,3677,37,7799,3,
3718,20,7963,2,3794,40,9726,3,3871,36,5790,3,3644,31,4232,5,361  8,37,
2673,5,3590,11,2591,5,3583,16,2550,5,3574,34,1156,5,3570,1 5,2468,5,
3562,17,2550,5,3540,19,2427,5,3707,16,5216,2,37 19,8,4724,2,3734,12,
4314,2,3649,13,4314,2,3668,16,4519,2,3680,1 0,4273,2,3704,37,4396,2,
3751,37,5913,2,3816,29,6569,2,3814,35,1402,3,3891,42,1320,5,3934,21,
4642,5,3711,34,7922,5,3662,20,7635,5,3411,40, 1033,5,3498,39,2304,5,
3498,39,2304,5,3583,23,7 102,5,3759,22,3535,2,3835,24,5995,2,3798,19,
6118,2,3764,12,7635,3,3691,28,7799,5,3651,17,4560,2,3701,8,5 134,2,
3721,13,4519,2,3841,23,6897,5,3933,19,8701 ,5,3958,24,6774,2,4038,29,
9152,3,4076,47,9193,3,3941,36,8168,2,3789,26,8537,5,3721,31 ,6692,5,
3528,19,6077,5,3034,12,3740,5,3069,20,4355,5,3101,37,34 12,5,3144,29,
6528,3,3206,47,2755,3,3125,21,2304,5,3049,32,2673,5,3073, 14,2222,5,
3089,20,1484,5,3108,48,459,5,3027,23,1443,5,3023,21,4478,5,3021 ,24,
6241,5,3053,24,6774,5,3077,36,8045,5,3012,20,3165,5,2989,1 0,3658,5,
2978,8,4519,4,NULL),ncol=4,nrow=80,byrow=T)
SWE92.values <- c(1.60779,1.90691,1.90691,1.86952,
1.92561,2.05647,1.42084,2.16864,1.79474,2.00039,1.5704,
1.963,1.963,1.5704,1.30866,1.68257,1.81343,1.85082,
2.24342,1.68257,2.39299,2.05647,1.02824,1.30866,1.68 257 ,
1.68257,2.01908,2.24342,1.49562,2.43038,1.75735,2.1499 5 ,
2.03778,2.24342,2.50516,2.24342,2.22473,0.766503,
2.61733,1.98169,2.61733,1.79474,2.20603,2.11256,2.09 386 ,
2.99123,1.27127,2.16864,1.42084,2.01908,2.3369,1.81 343 ,
2.50516,2.05647,2.61733,1.08432,1.86952,1.49562,1.589 09 ,
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2.05647,1.12171,1.23388,1.16857,0.870208,3.20734,
3.38138,2.26254,2.88412,1.76528,1.86473,2.38686,2.48631,
1.64096,1.69069,0.248631,1.44206,1.1437,1.74042,1.1437,
0.895072,NULL)

extract92 <- data.frame(SWE92.site.mode)

elev92 <- extract92[,1] - 1
slope92 <- extract92[,2] - 2
rad92 <- extract92[,3]/150 - 1
soi192 <- extract92[,4] - 1

learningSWE92 <- data.frame(SWE92.values, elev92, slope92, rad92, soi192)

SWE92tree <- tree(SWE92.values elev92 + slope92 + rad92 + soi192, learningSWE92)
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APPENDIX C
Script for Running Topquad to Generate Solar Radiation Maps

The following is a shell script used to generate a radiation for a single time.

# Calculate radiation across Echaurren watershed for a day.
# Same script as Appendix B of Brad Cadle's thesis

# Calculate net radiation for each day of IDATEL snowmelt run...
# for wavelength range of 3.0 to 0.3 micrometers
# generates 28 images per day
echo "DATE"

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_ fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurrefl  fix gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.vievvf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.95.ipw > esasta05

echo "1/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 1.01 -w 0.787 -g 0.070 -r 0.95 -x 0.3,0.4 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad03.out

echo "2/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.330 -w 0.978 -g 0.148 -r 0.95 -x 0.4,0.5 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad04.out

echo "3/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.231 -w 0.727 -g 0.210 -r 0.95 -x 0.5,0.6 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad05.out

echo "4/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.142 -w 0.802 -g 0.337 -r 0.95 -x 0.6,0.7 -d DATE
-b -33,35,00 -I -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad06.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquadiest/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.90.ipw > esasta05

echo "5/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.142 -w 0.802 -g 0.337 -r 0.90-x 0.7,0.8 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad07.out

echo "6/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.101 -w 0.918 -g 0.387 -r 0.90 -x 0.8,0.9 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad08.out

# NIR range

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
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/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.vie wf \
/home/arizona/IotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/a1bedo.0.70.ipw > esasta05

echo "7/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.147 -w 0.554 -g 0.426 -r 0.70 -x 0.9,1.0 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad09.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquadiest/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquadiest/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquadiest/albedo.0.65.ipw > esasta05

echo "8/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.065 -w 0.912 -g 0.420 -r 0.65 -x 1.0,1.1 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad10.out

# MIR range

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizonglotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.50.ipw > esasta05

echo "9/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.166 -w 0.345 -g 0.453 -r 0.50 -x 1.1,1.2 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 >  radii .out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.40.ipw > esasta05

echo "10/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.060 -w 0.772 -g 0.443 -r 0.40-x 1.2,1.3 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad12.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.30.ipw > esasta05

echo "11/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.064 -w 0.089 -g 0.457 -r 0.30 -x 1.3,1.4 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad13.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
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/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datahopquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradi ent \
/home/arizondlotsOdatafbrad_data/topquadiest/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albed0.0.05.ip w > esasta05

echo "12/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.361 -w 0.028 -g 0.465 -r 0.05 -x 1.4,1.5 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad14.out

echo "13/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.045 -w 0.639 -g 0.440 -r 0.05 -x 1.5,1.6 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad15.out

echo "14/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.039 -w 0.615 -g 0.432 -r 0.05 -x 1.6,1.7 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad16.out

echo "15/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.533 -w 0.004 -g 0.413 -r 0.05 -x 1.9,2.0-d DATE \
-b -33,35,00-1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad19.out

echo "16/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.4 -w 0.003 -g 0.367 -r 0.05 -x 2.0,2.1 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -I -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad20.out

echo "17/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.104 -w 0.027 -g 0.408 -r 0.05 -x 2.4,2.5 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad24.out

echo "18/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 2.45 -w 0.002 -g 0.357 -r 0.05 -x 2.5,2.6 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad25.out

echo "19/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 4.33 -w 0.0003 -g 0.309 -r 0.05 -x 2.6,2.7 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad26.out

echo "20/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 4.82 -w 0.0002 -g 0.267 -r 0.05 -x 2.7,2.8 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad27.out

echo "21/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 2.818 -w 0.0002 -g 0.270 -r 0.05 -x 2.8,2.9 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad28.out

echo "22/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.440 -w 0.001 -g 0.361 -r 0.05 -x 2.9,3.0 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad29.out

echo "23/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.203 -w 0.004 -g 0.360 -r 0.05 -x 3.0,3.1 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad30.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizondlotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
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/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.vi ewf \
/home/arizondlotsOdata/brad_data/topquadiest/albed0.0.07.ip w > esasta05

echo "24/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.052 -w 0.481 -g 0.447 -r 0.07 -x 1.7,1.8 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad17.out

echo "25/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.042 -w 0.271 -g 0.398 -r 0.07 -x 2.1,2.2 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -I -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad21.out

echo "26/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.107 -w 0.025 -g 0.364 -r 0.07 -x 2.3,2.4 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad23.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.15.ipw > esasta05

echo "27128"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.918 -w 0.004 -g 0.435 -r 0.15 -x 1.8,1.9 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1 -70,08,00 esasta05 > rad18.out

rm esasta05

mux /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_elev \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren_fix_gradient \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/echaurren.viewf \
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/albedo.0.10.ipw > esasta05

echo "28/28"
topquad -n -z 3480 -t 0.059 -w 0.0844 -g 0.373 -r 0.10 -x 2.2,2.3 -d DATE \
-b -33,35,00 -1-70,08,00 esasta05 > rad22.out

rm esasta05

mux \
rad03.out rad04.out rad05.out rad06.out rad07.out rad08.out rad09.out \
rad10. out radll. out rad12.out rad13.out rad14.out rad15.out rad16.out \
rad17.out rad18.out rad19.out rad20.out rad21.out rad22.out rad23.out \
rad24.out rad25.out rad26.out rad27.out rad28.out rad29.out rad30.out \
I lincom -c 1 > rad_DATE.tmp

gzip rad_DATE.tmp
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APPENDIX D
Topquad Script for Interpolating Hourly Solar Radiation

This IPW script is called by the script in Appendix C to generated hourly net solar radiation images.
${IPW?}

## NAME

	

##	 topquad -- daily integrated radiation over topographic grid
##
4t# SYNOPSIS

	##	 topquad [-n] -z elev -t tau -w omega -g g -r RO [-s SO] [-x wl,w2] \

	

##	 -d y,m,d -b d,m,s -1 d,m,s [image]
##
## DESCRIPTION

	444t 	Topquad computes daily integrated radiation over a topographic
• grid, using a two-stream atmospheric radiation model and

	

##	 21-point ICronrod quadrature between sunrise and sunset. The

	

##	 input image file has six bands in this order: elevation,

	

##	 slope, azimuth, sky view factor, terrain configuration factor,

	

##	 surface albedo.
##
## OPTIONS

	

##	 -n	 net radiation instead of incoming

	

##	 -z	 elevation of optical depth measurement

	

##	 -t	 optical depth at z

	

##	 -w	 single-scattering albedo

• -g	 scattering asymmetry parameter

	

##	 -r	 reflectance of substrate (if <= 0, set to 0)

	

##	 -s	 exoatmospheric solar irradiance, or

	

##	 -x	 wavelength range, micrometers

	

##	 -d	 date (year, month, day)

	

##	 -b	 latitude (degrees, minutes, seconds)

	

##	 -1	 longitude (degrees, minutes, seconds)
##
## EXAMPLES
##
## FILES
##
## DIAGNOSTICS
##
## RESTRICTIONS
##
## FUTURE DIRECTIONS

	

##	 Should obtain the latitude & longitude from the image.
##
## BUGS

PATH="$PATH:SIPW/lib"
. ipwenv

pgm=‘basename $0'
optstring='nz:vw:g:rs:x:d:b:1:'
synopsis='[-n] -z elev -t tau -w omega -g g -r RO [-s SO] [-x wl,w2] \

-d y,m,d -b d,m,s -1 d,m,s [image]'
description='daily integrated radiation over topographic grid'
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set - 'getopt loptstring" $* 2>/devinull' II (
usage $pgm Isynopsis" "$description"
exit 1

elev=
tau=
omega=
gfact=
RO=
SO=
wrange=
year=
month=
day=
date=
lat=
lon=
net=0

# parse options, if none print description

case $# in
011)	 usage $pgm Isynopsis" "$description"

exit 1

esac

while :; do
case $1 in
--)	 shift

break

-H)	 usage $pgm "$synopsis" Idescription"
exit 1

-n)	 net=1

-z)	 elev=$2
shift

-t)	 tau=$2
shift

-w)	 omega=$2
shift

-g)	 gfact=$2
shift
>7

-r) R0=$2
shift

-s) SO=$2
shift
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-x)
	

wrange=$2
shift

-d)
	

date=$2
shift
t7

-b)
	

lat=$2
shift

-1)
	

lon=$2
shift

*)	 sherror $pgm '"getopt" failed'
exit 1

esac
shift

done

tdir=$TMPDIR/$pgm.$$
mkdir $tdir

# list of temporary files used (L. image; a.. ascii)
# directory for all is $TMPD1R/$pgm.$$

# iX - copy of input if stdin
# iZ - elevation image (1 band)
# iGR - gradient image (2 bands)
# iVF - view factor/albedo image (3 bands)
# aQ - quadrature times (sunlight output)
# aS - input for final awk script
# sh - sequence of commands to run

# the rest of the files are named within awk script

# rad.xx - interval radiation files to be summed by lincom

# the following files are re-created for each time step

# shade - cosine illumination angle, corrected for horizons
# hor - horizon mask
# erad - beam and diffuse radiation over elevation grid

# Can only have 1 input image. If stdin must make duplicate copy
# because we need multiple access.

img=$ 1
case $# in
0)	 test -t 0 &&

sherror $pgm "can't read image data from terminal"
exit 1

17

usage $pgm "$synopsis" Idescription"



exit 1

esac

case $img in

cat $img > $tdir/iX
image=$tdir/iX

*)	 test -r $img II(
sherror $pgm "can't open file", $image
exit 1

image=$img

esac

# can't write image data to terminal

test -t 1 && (
sherror $pgm "can't write image data to a terminal"
exit 1

# parse date into year, month, day

case $date in
usage $pgm Isynopsis" Idescription"
exit 1

*)
	

IFS_save="$IFS"
IFS=,
set,$date
year=$ 1
month=$2
day=$3
IFS="$IFS_save"

esac

# make sure all essential arguments in

case $elev in
..) sherror $pgm "-z arg missing"

exit 1

esac

case $tau in
")	 sherror $pgm "-t arg missing"

exit 1

esac
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case $omega in
,,)	 sherror $pgm "-w arg missing"



exit 1

esac

case $gfact in
0)	 sherror $pgm "-g arg missing"

exit 1

esac

case $R0 in
n)	 sherror $pgm "-r arg missing"

exit 1

esac

case $S0 in
case $wrange in
0)	 sherror $pgm "-s and -x args missing, one must be present"

exit 1

SO.--'solar -d $date -w $wrange

esac

case $year in
sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"
exit 1

esac

case $month in
,.)	 sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $day in
,,)	 sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $lat in
,.)	 sherror $pgm "-b arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $lon in
n)	 sherror $pgm "-1 arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1
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# elevation file
demux -b 0 $image > $tdir/iZ

# slope/aspect file
demux -b 1,2 $image > $tdir/iGR

# sky view, terrain view, and albedo
demux -b 3,4,5 $image > $tdir/iVF

# 1st awk script writes weights and solar angles to temporary file

echo $date $lat $lon I awk

print "sunlight -d", $1, "-b", $2, "-I", $3, "-q 21 -a"
}'I sh > $tdir/aQ

# 2nd awk script uses these values to create processing script for elevrad
# (all args except -u are constant)

echo $net $elev $tau $omega $gfact $R0 $S0 \
$tdir/iZ $tdir/iGR $tdir/iVF $tdir/ \
> $tdir/aS

cat $tdir/aS $tdir/aQ I awk '
BEGIN {

already = 0
j = 0

if (already) {
Mtn = $1
mu = $2
azm = $3
rfile = sprintf("Toserad", froot);
print ecmd, mu, " \\"
print "	 ", efile, ">", rfile
hfile = sprintf("%shor", froot);
print "horizon -u", mu, "-a", azm, "\\"
print "	 ", efile, ">", hfile
sfile = sprintf("%sshade", froot);
print "shade -u", mu, "-a", azm, grfile, "I"
print " mux", "-", hfile, "I"
print " bitcom -m -a >",sfile
tfile[j] = sprintf("%srad.%02d", froot, j);
print "mux", rfile, "\\"
print "	 ", sfile, " \\"
print "	 ", vfile, "I"
print" ", toporad, ">", tfile[j]
++j
print

else {
already = 1
if ($1 == 0)

toporad = "toporad"
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else
toporad = "toporad -n"

elev = " -z" $2
tau =" -t " $3
omega = " -w " $4
gfact =" -g " $5
RO =" -r" $6
SO = " -s " $7
efile = $8
grfile = $9
vfile = $10
froot = $11
ecmd = "elevrad -n 8 " elev tau omega gfact RO SO" -u"

END (
n=i
print "mux", "\\"
for (j = 0;j < n; ++j)

print "	 ", tfile[j], "W
ORS
print "I lincom -C"
ORS =
for (j = 0; j < n-1; ++j)

print wt[j]
ORS = " "
print wt[n-l]

> $tdir/sh$$

# run command string from temporary file

chmod +x $tdir/sh$$
sh -c $tdir/sh$$

# added by Ray, 9/1/99
# run mux I lincom -c on rad.?? files before deleting them

sunlight -d $date -b $lat -1 $lon -z 300 -q 211
tail -21 I
nawk

# load values into array: rad

hr = substr($7,1,2)
min = substr($7,4,2)
sec = substr($7,7,2)
value = hr + (min/60 + sec/3600)

if (NR < 11)
indx = "0" (NR - 1)

else
indx = (NR - 1)
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END{
# get min value in array rad
min = 9999
for (i in rad)

if (rad[i] <mm)
min = rad[i]

# get max value in array rad
max = -9999
for (i in rad)

if (rad[i] > max)
max = rad[i]

start_hour = floor(min)
end_hour = ceiling(max)

# find min/max distance between each hour

for (i=start_hour; i<=end_hour; i++)
min_below = min_above = 9999
for (j in rad) (

if ((i - rad[j]) > 0 && (i - rad[j]) < min_below)
min_below = i - rad[j]
savej = j

if ((rad[j] - i) > 0 && (rad[j] - i) < min_above) (
min_above = rad[j] - i
savejj =j

1
1

# figure out the weights now
wtl = (i - rad[savej])/(rad[savejj] - rad[savej])
wt2 = (rad[savejj] - i)/(rad[savejj] - rad[savej])

# NOTE:

Change where SAVE files from "Stdir" to WORKING DIRECTORY & rm temp files later

# create the command
cmd = sprintf("%s%s %s%s%s,%s%s%s", "mux ", 	 "Arad." savej, \

"'Stdir'" "had." savejj, \
" I lincom -c ", wtl, wt2, " > ", \
"/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/topquad_test/bradquad_test" "/rad_'$date ' "," i

"_'$wrange'.tmp" )

# ORIGINAL LINE WAS:

#	 # create the command
#	 cmd sprintf("%s%s %s%sc7os,Tos%s%s", "mux ", "3tdir - "/rad." savej, \

"3tdir- "/rad." savejj, \
" I lincom -c ", wtl, wt2, " > ", \
"3tdir" "/rad" savej "rad" savejj "_'$date'"	 i ".rad")
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153
# run the command
system(cmd)

} # end for

# function floor: returns the largest integer not greater than my_value
function floor(my_value)

return int(my_value)

# function ceiling: returns the smallest integer not less than my_value
function ceiling(my_value)

if ((int(my_value) == my_value)I1(my_value < 0))
return (int(my_value))

else
return (int(my_value) + 1)

# remove temporary files (leave the newly created files, rad*.out)

# rm -rf $tdir/rad.?? Stdir/sh* $tdir/[a-z][a-zA-Z] $tdir/erad $tdir/i* $tdir/hor

rm -rf $tdir/*
# rmdir $tdir

exit 0

# $Header: /usr/home/dozier/ipw/src/bin/topquad/RCS/topquad.sh,v 1.5 89/07/06 22:02:15 dozier Exp $
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Appendix E

Topquad Script for Interpolating Hourly Point Solar Radiation

This IPW script is called by the script in Appendix C to generated hourly net solar radiation images at a
point.

: ${IPW?}

## NAME
##	 topquad -- daily integrated radiation over topographic grid
444#
414 SYNOPSIS
##	 topquad [-n] -z elev -t tau -w omega -g g -r RO [-s SO] [-x wl ,w2] \
##	 -d y,m,d -b d,m,s -1 d,m,s [image]
*Of
## DESCRIPTION
##	 Topquad computes daily integrated radiation over a topographic
##	 grid, using a two-stream atmospheric radiation model and
##	 21-point Kronrod quadrature between sunrise and sunset. The
##	 input image file has six bands in this order: elevation,
##	 slope, azimuth, sky view factor, terrain configuration factor,
##	 surface albedo.
##
## OPTIONS
##	 -n	 net radiation instead of incoming
##	 -z	 elevation of optical depth measurement
##	 -t	 optical depth at z
##	 -w	 single-scattering albedo
##	 -g	 scattering asymmetry parameter
##	 -r	 reflectance of substrate (if <= 0, set to 0)
##	 -s	 exoatmospheric solar irradiance, or
##	 -x	 wavelength range, micrometers
##	 -d	 date (year, month, day)
##	 -b	 latitude (degrees, minutes, seconds)
##	 -1	 longitude (degrees, minutes, seconds)
##
## EXAMPLES
##
## FILES
##
## DIAGNOSTICS
444f
## RESTRICTIONS
##
## FUTURE DIRECTIONS
##	 Should obtain the latitude & longitude from the image.
##
## BUGS

PATH="$PATH:$IPW/lib"
. ipwenv

pgm=‘basename $0'

synopsis='[-n] -z elev -t tau -w omega -g g -r RO [-s SO] [-x wl,w2] \



-d y,m,d -b d,m,s -1 d,m,s [image]'
description='daily integrated radiation over topographic grid'

set - 'getopt loptstring" $* 2>/dev/null' II (
usage $pgm Isynopsis" "$description"
exit 1

elev=
tau=
omega=
gfact=
RO=
SO=
wrange=
year=
month=
day=
date=
lat=
Ion=
net=0

# parse options, if none print description

case $# in
011)	 usage $pgm Isynopsis" Idescription"

exit 1

esac

while :; do
case $1 in
--)	 shift

break

-H)	 usage $pgm Isynopsis" Idescription"
exit 1

-n)	 net= 1

-z)	 elev=$2
shift

-t)	 tau.$2
shift

-w)	 omega=$2
shift

-g)	 gfact=$2
shift

-r)	 R0=$2
shift
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-s)
	

SO=$2
shift
••

-x)
	

wrange=$2
shift
)5

-d)
	

date=$2
shift

-b)
	

lat=$2
shift
55

-1)
	

lon-=$2
shift

*)	 sherror $pgm '"getopt" failed'
exit 1

esac
shift

done

tdir=$TMPDIR/$pgm.$$
mkdir $tdir

# list of temporary files used (i.. image; a.. ascii)
# directory for all is $TMPD1R/$pgm.$$

# iX - copy of input if stdin
# iZ - elevation image (1 band)
# iGR - gradient image (2 bands)
# iVF - view factor/albedo image (3 bands)
# aQ - quadrature times (sunlight output)
# aS - input for final awk script
# sh - sequence of commands to run

# the rest of the files are named within awk script

# rad.xx - interval radiation files to be summed by lincom

# the following files are re-created for each time step

# shade - cosine illumination angle, corrected for horizons
# hor - horizon mask
# erad - beam and diffuse radiation over elevation grid

# Can only have 1 input image. If stdin must make duplicate copy
# because we need multiple access.

img=$1
case $# in
0)	 test -t 0 && {

sherror $pgm "can't read image data from terminal"
exit 1
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usage $pgm Isynopsis" "$description"
exit 1

esac

case $img in
"I'-')

cat $img > $tdir/iX
image=$tdir/iX

*)
	

test -r $img II {
sherror $pgm "can't open file", $image
exit 1

image=$img

esac

# can't write image data to terminal

test -t 1 && (
sherror $pgm "can't write image data to a terminal"
exit 1

# parse date into year, month, day

case $date in
usage $pgm Isynopsis" Idescription"
exit 1

1FS_save="$IFS"
IFS=,
set,$date
year=$1
month=$2
day=$3
IFS="$IFS_save"

esac

# make sure all essential arguments in

case $elev in
sherror $pgm "-z arg missing"
exit 1

esac

case $tau in
sherror $pgm "-t arg missing"
exit 1

esac



case $omega in
,.)	 sherror $pgm "-w arg missing"

exit 1

esac

case $gfact in
sherror $pgm "-g arg missing"
exit 1

esac

case $R0 in
sherror $pgm "-r arg missing"
exit 1

esac

case $S0 in
case $wrange in

sherror $pgm "-s and -x args missing, one must be present"
exit 1

SO=' solar -d $date -w $wrange -a'

esac

case $year in
,.)	 sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $month in
..) sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $day in
,.) sherror $pgm "-d arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $lat in
,,)	 sherror $pgm "-b arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1

esac

case $lon in
u)	 sherror $pgm "-1 arg missing or incomplete"

exit 1
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esac

# elevation file
demux -b 0 $image > $tdir/iZ

# slope/aspect file
demux -b 1,2 $image > $tdir/iGR

# sky view, terrain view, and albedo
demux -b 3,4,5 $image > $tdir/iVF

# 1st awk script writes weights and solar angles to temporary file

echo $date $lat $lon I awk

print "sunlight -d", $1, "-b", $2, "-I", $3, "-q 21 -a"
}' I sh > $tdir/aQ

# 2nd awk script uses these values to create processing script for elevrad
# (all args except -u are constant)

echo $net $elev $tau $omega $gfact $R0 $S0 \
$tdir/iZ $tdir/iGR $tdir/iVF $tdir/ \
> $tdir/aS

cat $tdir/aS $tdir/aQ I awk
BEGIN {

already = 0
j = 0

if (already) {
wt[j] = $1
mu = $2
azm = $3
rfile[j] = sprintf("%serad.%02d", froot, j);
print ecmd, mu, "\\"
print "	 efile, ">", rfile[j]
++j
print

else {
already = 1
if ($1 == 0)

toporad = "toporad"
else

toporad = "toporad -n"
elev =" -z" $2
tau =" -t" $3
omega = " -w" $4
gfact =" -g " $5
RO =" -r" $6
SO = " -s" $7
efile = $8
grfile = $9
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vfile = $10
froot = $11
ecmd = "elevrad -n 8 " elev tau omega gfact RO SO" -u"

1' > $tdir/sh$$

# run command string from temporary file

chmod +x $tdir/sh$$
sh -c $tdir/sh$$

# added by Brad & Ray, 9/21/99

# Take each of 21 erad files and extract 2 rad values to interpolate to one

i=0
while [ $i -le 21 ]
do
if [ $i -gt 9 ]
then

filename="erad.$i"
else

filename="erad.0$i"
fi

primg -a -i $tdir/$filename I

nawk '

if (NR == 522) {
rad3343_beam = $1
rad3343_diff = $2

if (NR == 522) {
rad3549_beam = $1
rad3549_diff = $2

}
END {

rad3343 = rad3343_beam + rad3343_diff
rad3549 = rad3549_beam + rad3549_diff

# interpolate radiation at 3546m

rad3546 = (rad3343)*(0.5) + (rad3549)*(0.5)

print rad3546 » "erad.final"

i='expr $i +
done

# Next: interpolate rad3546 on houly basis as before with Ray's script
# added by Ray, 9/1/99

sunlight -d $date -b $lat -1 $lon -z 300 -4:1 211
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tail -21 I
nawk
BEGIN{

while (getline <"erad.final" > 0) (
if (j <10)
indx = "0" j
else

indx = j
erad[indx] = $0
j++
}

{

# load values into array: rad

hr = substr($7,1,2)
min = substr($7,4,2)
sec = substr($7,7,2)
value = hr + (min/60 + sec/3600)

if (NR < 11)
indx = "0" (NR - 1)

else
indx = (NR - 1)

rad[indx] = value

END{
# get min value in array rad
min = 9999
for (i in rad)

if (rad[i] <mm)
min = rad[i]

# get max value in array rad
max = -9999
for (i in rad)

if (rad[i] > max)
max = rad[i]

start_hour = floor(min)
end_hour = ceiling(max)

# find min/max distance between each hour

for (i=start_hour; i<=end_hour; i++)
min_below = min_above = 9999
for (j in rad)

if ((i - rad [j]) > 0 && (i - rad[j]) < min_below)
min_below i - rad[j]
savej = j

}
if ((rad[j] - i) > 0 && (rad[j] - i) < min_above)

min_above = rad[j] - i
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savejj =j

# figure out the weights now
wt 1 = (i - erad [savej])/(erad [savej j] - erad [savej])
wt2 = (erad [savej j] - i)/(erad[savej j] - erad [savej ] )

#outfile = "/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datafbradquad_sept2jan" "/rad_'$date'" "," i "_'$wrange'.tmp"

# The next line printed results to the bradquad_erad directory...

outfile = "rad_'$date'" "," i "_'$wrange'.tmp"

print (erad[savej]*wt1)+(erad[savejj]*wt2) > outfile

} # end for

# function floor: returns the largest integer not greater than my_value
function floor(my_value) {

return int(my_value)

# function ceiling: returns the smallest integer not less than my_value
function ceiling(my_value) (

if ((int(my_value) == my_value) II (my_value < 0))
return (int(my_value))

else
return (int(my_value) + 1)

# Keep tempdir: see if ERAD output is here!!!
# rm -rf $tdir

i=4
while [Si -le 20]
do

if [ -f rad_$date,$i*.tmp ]
then

cat rad_$date,$i*.tmp I
nawk

{ sum += $1; count ++}
END t print sum }
' > Irad_$date,Si

fi
i='expr $i +

done

rm erad.final

exit 0

# $Header: /usr/home/dozier/ipw/src/bin/topquad/RCS/topquad.sh,v 1.5 89/07/06 22:02:15 dozier Exp $
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Appendix F
Degree Day Snowmelt Model

This IDL model calculates runoff in m3 per hour using the degree-day method with point SWE initial
condition.

; PRO DEGREE DAY

; RUN NUMBER ONE:

; FILES REQUIRED

; met_data_ech_fianl.dat Ascii flat file containing hourly met data (Ech)
; dem_ech.ascii	 5-m DEM from Echaurren Basin (939x834)
; swe_92_tree_point 	 Average basin-wide SWE
; or:
; swe_92_net_point

; FILES CREATED

; total _runoff hourly runoff in mA3

; CALLED PROCEDURES

calc_met.pro Calculates gridded fields of met data from point data

; test_avg.pro (avg50.pro)
Aggregates 10-m GLV data to 50-m average

; Declare resolution variables for 50-m run

; ni = no. of lines
; ns = no. of samples

res = 50
ni = 94
ns = 83

; Open ascii Echaurren DEM

openr,l,'dem_ech.ascii'
a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
b = float(a)

elev rotate(b,7)
elev([where(elev EQ 0)]) = 3500 ; NOTE: Corrects divide by 0.

close,1

; set ingrid = elev
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TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

; set elev = outgrid
elev = outgrid

;print, elev

;TV, elev

; Day zero: Open ascii snow array for INITIAL SNOW COVER...

print,'Check to make sure initial snow is correct:'
print,'swe_92_tree OR swe_92_nee

openr,l,'swe_92_tree'
a = fltarr(1,1)
readf,1,a
swe_cm = a

swe_m = swe_cm/100
initial_snow = (swe_m)*(4578050)

close,1

;print,'Initial Snow is:',initial_snow
;print,'Average SWE is:',swe_m
;print,'Swe in cm is:',swe_cm
;print,'Swe in m in:',swe_m
;print,'variable a is:',a

;convert SWE to m^3 H20 by mult by
; snow covered basin area mA2

; Declare number of variables and hours in met data file

nv = 15
nh = 5808

openr,lAnet_hourly_92-93'
dat = fltarr(nv,nh)
readf,l,dat
dat = transpose(dat)

id	 = dat(*,0)
JHour	 = dat(*,1)
year	 = dat(*,2)
month	 = dat(*,3)
day	 = dat(*,4)
hour	 = dat(*,5); NOTE: this variable was "hourmin"
Julian	 = dat(*,6)
wind_ech	 = dat(*,7)
Global	 = dat(*,8)	 ; QUESTION: is this used later???
temp_ech = dat(*,9)
rh_ech	 = dat(*,10)
Pressure	 = dat(*,11)
ttlpcp	 = dat(*,12)

cos_z_ech	 = dat(*,13)
azi_ech = dat(*,14)

close,1
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print,'Writing output files to /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_degree_day_net'

openw, 1,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_degree_day_tree/total_runoff.dar
openw, 2,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_degree_day_tree/temperature.dae
openw, 3,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_degree_day_tree/avg_temperature.dat'
openw, 4,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_degree_day_tree/no_neg_temp.dat'
openw, 5,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_degree_day_tree/remaining_snow.dat'

openw,6,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairesults_degree_day_tree/remain_snow_noneg.dat'

; Prepare variables for main loop
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nsecs = 3600
datum = elev - 3840
temperature = fltarr(94,83)
relhum = fltarr(94,83)
solar = fltarr(94,83)
wind = fltarr(94,83)
Zt = 2.0
Zq = 2.0
Zw = 2.0
Zo = 0.005
duml alog(Zw/Zo)
dum2 alog(Zq/Zw)
dum3 = alog(Zt/Zw)
time_string =
time_topq ="
snow_age = fltarr(94,83)
tau = fltarr(94,83)
exp = 2.7182818
Lf = 333500
denom = fltarr(94,83)

snow_cover = initial_snow
new_snow = initial_snow

; Main Loop

print,'Running degree_day.pro'

for i = 0,5805 do begin

t=i

temp_subniv = temp_ech(t)
rh_subniv = rh_ech(t)
wind_subniv = wind_ech(t)
press = Pressure(t)

ulr = 0.0092

day_of year = julian(t)
cosz = cos_z_ech(t)
azi = azi_ech(t)
yr = string(fix(year(t)))

; no. of seconds in an hour
; 3840-m is elev of met station
; set up a null floating point grid

; Latent heat of fusion (J/kg)
; for calc_turb.pro debugging

; set snow cover images for
; t=0

; Full run is i 0,5805

; wind "lapse rate" based on empirical obs.
; from Emerald lake met stations

; reference height for airtemp
; reference height for humidity
; reference height for windspeed
; roughness length for snow



mn = string(fix(month(t)))
dy = string(fix(day(t)))
hr = string(fix(hour(t)/100))
time_string = strcompress("+yr+','+mn+','+dy+','+hr+",/removeall)
time_topq = strcompress("+yr+V+mn+V+dy+",/remove_all)

print,' Iteration number is t.:
print,t,',',i

; Calculate gridded met fields for airtemp

;print,'Check temperature: Does it make sense?'

temperature = (datum * (-0.0065)) + temp_subniv

;print,temperature

no_neg_temp = temperature

index = where(temperature LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

no_neg_temp([where(temperature LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; print,no_neg_temp

; Calculate the average basin temperature

avg_temperature = mean(no_neg_temp)

print,avg_temperature

;print,'This is the average temperature:',avg_temperature

; NOTE: Need to account for melting of point snowcover each timestep

if t EQ 0 then begin
snow_cover = initial_snow ;NOTE: initial_snow is dist SWE map in m^3

endif

if t GT 0 then begin
snow_cover = new_snow	 ;NOTE: melted_snow is updated snowcover

;map after 1 day's melt
endif

; Calculate degree day melting (m^3 runoff/hr)

dd_melt = (degree day in hour)*(1x10-3)(snow_density kg/m^3)(basin_area)
snow_density = 434
basin_area (covered in snow) = 4,578,050 m^2

Calculate potential melt (this is in terms of mA3)

potential_melt = (avg_temperature)*(910.56) ;potential_melt is m^3
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new_snow = snow_cover - potential_melt

; make sure that new_snow is all > 0

no_neg_snow = new_snow

index = where(new_snow LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin
endif no_neg_snow([where(new_snow LT 0)]) = 0

index = 0
count = 0

; Snowmelt runoff in mA3

total_runoff = snow_cover - no_neg_snow

total_runoff dummy = total_runoff

index = where(total_runoff EQ 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

total_runoff durruny([where(total_runoff EQ 0)]) = -999
endif
index = 0
count = 0

total_runoff 999 = total_runoff dummy

index = where(total_runoff dummy LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

total_runoff_999([where(total_runoff dummy LT 0)]) = -999
endif
index = 0
count = 0

printf,l,total_runoff, 	 999
printf,2,temperature
;printf,3,avg_temp_999
printf,4,no_neg_temp
printf,5,new_snow
printf,6,no_neg_snow
print,'Finished for hour: ',time_string,' Iteration number is: ',i,' of 5805.'

if t EQ 5805 then begin
print,' Completed model run!'

endif

; Reset snow cover variables:

snow_cover = no_neg_snow

endfor ;end main loop

close, 1,2,3,4,5,6



end	 ;program end
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Appendix G
Point Energy Balance Snowmelt Model

This IDL model calculates runoff in m3 per hour using point energy balance and point initial SWE
condition.

; PRO SNODIS_ECH

; RUN NUMBER ONE:

; Initial snow cover image: swe_92_tree.ascii

; Generated with: 1992 swe data (no loc shift) & regression tree tech.

; Main IDL routine to run SNODIS model for 1992-1993 Echaurren basin

; We will not do the following:

; Apply energy-balance snowmelt model to peak-accumulation distributed
; SWE map, then generate modeled stream hydrograph.

; This program modified by Brad Wolaver in June, 1999 for snowmelt studies
; in the Echaurren basin of Chile.

; FILES REQUIRED

met_data_ech_fianl.dat Ascii flat file containing met data (Ech)
dem_ech.ascii 5-m DEM from Echaurren Basin (939x834)
forest_ech.ascii	 Forest cover image
swe_92_tree.ascii	 Classified snow cover image - orig. 92 reg.tree

; FILES CREATED

; ech_solar.mdl Data cube for solar radiation computed by TOPQUAD
; ech_lstar.mdl Data cube for calculated longwave radiation
; ech_qh.mdl	 Data cube for calculated sensible heat flux
; ech_qe.mdl	 Data cube for calculated latent heat flux
; ech_qm.mdl	 Data cube for calculated energy available for melt
; ech_psnow.mdl	 Data cube for calculated part precip that's snow
; ech_prain.mdl Data cube for calculated part of precip that's rain
; ech_cmelt.mdl Data cube for calculated cumulative energy for melt

; CALLED PROCEDURES

calc_met.pro Calculates gridded fields of met data from point data
calc_turb.pro Computes turbulent fluxes using bulk aerodynamic method
calc_precip.pro	 Computes gridded precipitation from single gage observation
calc_albedo.pro	 Compute snow surface albedo as f(snow age)
run_topquad.pro	 Prepare files and run TOPQUAD to compute solar rad.
calc_lwave.pro Calculates downwelling and upwelling longwave radiation

test_avg.pro (avg50.pro)
Aggregates 10-m GLV data to 50-m average
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; Declare resolution variables for 50-m run

; ni = no. of lines
; ns = no. of samples

res = 50
nl= 94
ns = 83

; Open ascii Echaurren DEM

openr,l,'den-Lech.ascii .

a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
b = float(a)
elev = rotate(b,7)
elev([where(elev EQ 0)]) = 3500 ; NOTE: Corrects divide by 0.close,1

; set ingrid = elev

ingrid = elev

TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

; set elev = outgrid
elev = outgrid

;print, elev

;TV, elev

; Open ascii Echaurren forest cover ; Echaurren has no forest.

openr,l,Torest_ech.asch'
a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
forest = rotate(a,7)

close,1

;TV,forest

ingrid = forest

TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

forest = outgrid

;TV,forest

; Day zero: Open ascii snow array for INITIAL SNOW COVER...

print,'Check to make sure initial snow is correct:'
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print,'swe_92_tree OR swe_92_net' 
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openr,l,'swe_92_tree'
a = fltarr(1,1)
readf,l,a
swe_cm = a
swe_m = swe_cm/100
initial_snow = (swe_m)*(4578050)

close,1

print,'Printing avg swe:'
print,swe_m

print,'Printing initial snow:'
print,initial_snow

;convert SWE to rnA3 H20 

; Declare number of variables and hours in met data file

nv = 15
nh = 5808

openr,l,'met_hourly_92-93'
dat = fltarr(nv,nh)
readf,l,dat
dat = transpose(dat)

id	 = dat(*,0)
JHour	 = dat(*,1)
year	 = dat(*,2)
month	 = dat(*,3)
day	 = dat(*,4)
hour	 = dat(*,5); NOTE: this variable was "hourmin"
Julian	 = dat(*,6)
wind_ech	 = dat(*,7)
Global	 = dat(*,8)	 ; QUESTION: is this used later???
temp_ech = dat(*,9)
rh_ech	 = dat(*,10)
Pressure	 = dat(*,11)
ttlpcp	 = dat(*,12)

cos_z_ech	 = dat(*,13)
azi_ech = dat(*,14)

close,1

print,'Writing output files to /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_point_tree'

openw, 18,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_point_tree/kstar.dat'

openw, 19,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairesults_point_treenstar.dat'

openw, 20,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairesults_point_tree/sensible.dat'

openw, 21,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairesults_point_tree/latent.dat'

openw, 22,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_point_tree/Qr.dat'

openw, 23,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairesults_point_tree/Qm.dat'



openw, 24,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_p0int_tree/runoff total.dat'

openw, 25 ,/home/arizona/lotsOdatalbrad data/results point tree/solar dat'

openw, 26,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_point_tree/remaining_snow.dat'

; Prepare variables for main loop
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nsecs = 3600
datum = elev - 3840
temperature = fltarr(94,83)
relhum = fltarr(94,83)
solar = fltarr(94,83)
wind = fltarr(94,83)
Zt = 2.0
Zq = 2.0
Zw = 2.0
Zo = 0.005
duml = alog(Zw/Zo)
dum2 = alog(Zq/Zw)
dum3 = alog(Zt/Zw)
time_string =
time_topq =
snow_age = fltarr(94,83)
tau = fltarr(94,83)
exp = 2.7182818
Lf = 333500
denom = fltarr(94,83)

snow_cover = initial_snow
new_snow = initial_snow

; Main Loop

print,' RUN "snodis_tree1992.pro"
print,' Main Loop: Running for 37 hours'

; no. of seconds in an hour
; 3840-m is elev of met station
; set up a null floating point grid

; set snow cover images for
; t=0

; reference height for airtemp
; reference height for humidity
; reference height for windspeed
; roughness length for snow

; Latent heat of fusion (1/kg)
; for calc _turb.pro debugging

for i = 0,5807 do begin	 ; Full run is i = 0,5807

t=i

temp_subniv = temp_ech(t) + 273.15
rh_subniv = rh_ech(t)
wind_subniv = wind_ech(t)
press = Pressure(t)

; DEBUG: print out wind_subniv (extra 0.00?)

ulr = 0.0092
	 ; wind "lapse rate" based on empirical obs.

; from Emerald lake met stations

day_of year = julian(t)



cosz = cos_z_ech(t)
azi = azi_ech(t)

print,' Iteration number is t=:
print,t,',',i

; Calculate gridded met fields for airtemp, rh, and wind

if t GT 0 then begin
last_temperature = temperature

endif

CALC_MET, datum, temp_subniv, rh_subniv, press, temperature, $
relhum, ulr, wind, wind_subniv, a, b

;printf,29,temperature

; Calculate snow surface temperature as f(lag_airtemp)

if t EQ 0 then begin
tsn = temperature

endif

if t OT 0 then begin
tsn = last_temperature

endif

index = where(tsn GT 273.15, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

tsn([where(tsn GT 273.15)]) = 273.15
endif
index = 0
count = 0

;printf,27,tsn

; Calculate turbulent fluxes

CALC_TURB, temperature, relhum, wind, tsn, Zt, Zo, $
duml, dum2, dum3, a, b, sensible, latent, ev

; DEBUG: print out 1st oc of "temperature''
; printf,29,temperature

; Calculate precipitation fields

pcp = ttlpcp(t)/1000	 ; total precip in m
part_snow = fltarr(94,83)
part_rain = fltarr(94,83)
Qr = fltarr(94,83)

CALC_PRECIP, pcp, temperature, part_snow, part_rain, Qr
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; Calculate snow albedo fields

yr = string(fix(year(t)))
mn = string(fix(month(t)))
dy = string(fix(day(t)))
hr = string(fix(hour(t)/100))
time_string = strcompress("+yr+','+mn+V+dy+','+hr+",/remove_all)
time_topq = strcompress("+yr+V+mn+V+dy+",/remove_all)

gbl = global(t)

; NOTE: Need to account for melting of snowcover map with each timestep

if t EQ 0 then begin
snow_cover = initial_snow ;NOTE: initial_snow is dist SWE map

endif

if t GT 0 then begin
snow_cover = new_snow	 ;NOTE: melted_snow is updated snowcover

;map after 1 day's melt
endif

CALC_ALBEDO, gbl, tsn, part_snow, time_string, albedo, $
cosz, azi, zenith, cos_illum, exp, tau, $
snow_cover, surf albedo, s_azi, s_zenith

; Calculate daily net incident solar radiation using topquad

RUN_BRADQUAD, time_string, solar, cosz

print,'Time string is:',time_string

; Calculate down- and upwelling longwave

CALC_LWAVE_ECH, ev, temperature, tsn, lw_down, lw_up

; Calculate energy balance residual (melt)

; Convert energy components to 1x1 arrays

kstar = fltarr( 1, 1)

kstar = solar * (1 - albedo)

Istar = lw_down - lw_up
lstar_dummy = Istar
Istar = mean(lstar_durnmy)

sensible_dummy = sensible
sensible = mean(sensible_durruny)

latent_dummy = latent
latent = mean(latent_durruny)

Qr_dummy = Qr
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Qr = mean(Qr_dummy)

Qm = kstar + Istar + sensible + latent + Qr	 ;all in W/m^2

mkg = Qm * nsecs/Lf ; mkg (kg/m^2) kg snowmelt per mA2
; mkg = (kg/s^3) * (s/ mA2/02)
; Do the math...

; Update snowcover map every timestep

potential_melt = (mkg)*(4578050)/1000 ; mA3 H20: mkg * 4578050 mA2 * 1000 kg/m^3

; Make sure potential melt is > 1

pot_melt_no_neg = potential_melt

index = where(potential_melt LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

pot_melt_no_negawhere(potential_melt LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0;

new_snow = snow_cover - pot_melt_no_neg

; make sure that new_snow is all > 0

no_neg_snow = new_snow

index = where(new_snow LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

no_neg_snow([where(new_snow LT 0) ] ) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; Snowmelt runoff in m''3/hour

runoff = snow_cover - no_neg_snow

; Make neg runoff = 0

runoff_no_neg = runoff

index = where(runoff LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

runoff_no_neggwhere(runoff LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

runoff total = runoff no_neg

print,'Total runoff is:'
print,runoff total
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remaining_snow = no_neg_snow

print,'Remaining snow is:'
print,remaining_snow

; Print output files for components of energy balance,
; available melt, energy, runoff, new snowcover map, & snowcover map

printf,18,kstar
printf,19,1star
printf,20,sensible
printf,21,1atent
printf,23,Qm
printf,24,runoff total
printf,22,Qr
printf,25,solar
printf,26,remaining_snow

; Reset snow cover variables

snow_cover = new_snow

print,'Finished for hour: ',time_string,' Iteration number is: ',i,' of 5808.'

if t EQ 5801 then begin
print,' Completed model run!'

endif

endfor ;end main loop

close, 18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26

end	 ;program end
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Appendix H

Distributed Energy Balance Snowmelt Model

This IDL model calculates runoff in m3 per hour using distributed energy balance and basin map for initialSWE condition.

; PRO SNODIS_ECH

; RUN NUMBER ONE:

; Initial snow cover image: swe_92_tree.ascii

; Generated with: 1992 swe data (no loc shift) & regression tree tech.

; Main IDL routine to run SNODIS model for 1992-1993 Echaurren basin

; We will not do the following:

; Apply energy-balance snowmelt model to peak-accumulation distributed
; SWE map, then generate modeled stream hydrograph.

; This program modified by Brad Wolaver in June, 1999 for snowmelt studies
; in the Echaurren basin of Chile.

; FILES REQUIRED

; met_data_ech_fianidat Ascii flat file containing met data (Ech)
; dem_ech.ascii 5-m DEM from Echaurren Basin (939x834)
; forest_ech.ascii	 Forest cover image
; swe_92_tree.ascii	 Classified snow cover image - orig. 92 reg.tree

; FILES CREATED

; ech_solar.mdl Data cube for solar radiation computed by TOPQUAD
; ech_lstar.mdl Data cube for calculated longwave radiation
; ech_qh.mdl	 Data cube for calculated sensible heat flux
; ech_qe.mdl	 Data cube for calculated latent heat flux
; ech_qm.mdl	 Data cube for calculated energy available for melt
; ech_psnow.mdl	 Data cube for calculated part precip that's snow
; ech_prain.mdl Data cube for calculated part of precip that's rain
; ech_cmelt.mdl Data cube for calculated cumulative energy for melt

; CALLED PROCEDURES

; calc_met.pro Calculates gridded fields of met data from point data
; calc_turb.pro Computes turbulent fluxes using bulk aerodynamic method
; calc_precip.pro	 Computes gridded precipitation from single gage observation
; calc_albedo.pro	 Compute snow surface albedo as f(snow age)
; run_topquad.pro	 Prepare files and run TOPQUAD to compute solar rad.
; calc_lwave.pro Calculates downwelling and upwelling longwave radiation

; test_avg.pro (avg50.pro)
Aggregates 10-m GLV data to 50-m average



; Declare resolution variables for 50-m run

; n1 = no. of lines
; ns = no. of samples

res = 50
ni = 94
ns = 83

; Open ascii Echaurren DEM

openr,l,'dem_ech.ascii'
a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
b = float(a)
elev = rotate(b,7)
elev([where(elev EQ 0)]) = 3500 ; NOTE: Corrects divide by 0.

close,1

; set ingrid = elev

ingrid = elev

TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

; set elev = outgrid
elev = outgrid

;print, elev

;TV, elev

; Open ascii Echaurren forest cover ; Echaurren has no forest.

openr,1;forest_ech.ascii'
a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
forest = rotate(a,7)

close,1

;TV,forest

ingrid = forest

TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

forest = outgrid

;TV,forest

; Day zero: Open ascii snow array for INITIAL SNOW COVER...

openr,l,'sweiree_92.ascii'
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a = intarr(939,834)
readf,l,a
b = float(a)
snow in = rotate(b,7)
m_snow = snow_in/100
initial_snow = (m_snow)*(2500)

close,1

; Change SWE(cm) to m
; Convert to volume water m^3 per cell
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;TV,initial_snow

ingrid = initial_snow

TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

initial_snow = outgrid

; total_init_snow = total(initial_snow)
; print,'Printing total initial snow:'
; print,total_init_snow

; Open the point met data file

; Declare number of variables and hours in met data file

nv = 15
nh = 5808

openr,l,'met_hourly_92-93'
dat = fltarr(nv,nh)
readf,l,dat
dat = transpose(dat)

id	 = dat(*,0)
JHour	 = dat(*,1)
year	 = dat(*,2)
month	 = dat(*,3)
day	 = dat(*,4)
hour	 = dat(*,5); NOTE: this variable was "hourmin"
Julian	 = dat(*,6)
wind_ech	 = dat(*,7)
Global	 = dat(*,8)	 ; QUESTION: is this used later???
temp_ech = dat(*,9)
rh_ech	 = dat(*,10)
Pressure	 = dat(*,11)
ttlpcp	 = dat(*,12)

cos_z_ech	 = dat(*,13)
azi_ech dat(*,14)

close,1

; Open files for writing output

• openw, 10,'ech_solar.mdl'
ech_solar = assoc(10,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 11,'echlstar.mdl'
ech Jstar = assoc(11,fltarr(94,83))



; openw, 12,'ech_qh.mdl'
ech_qh = assoc(12,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 13,'ech_qe.mdl'
ech_qe = assoc(13,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 14,'ech_qm.mdl'
ech_qm = assoc(14,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 15,'ech_psnow.mdl'
ech_psnow = assoc(15,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 16,'ech_prain.mdl'
ech_prain = assoc(16,fltarr(94,83))

openw, 17,'ech_cmelt.mdr
ech_cmelt = assoc(17,fltarr(94,83))

print,'Writing output files to /home/arizona/lotsOdata/b

openw, 18 ,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 1 9,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 20,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 21,7home/arizonaflotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 22,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults

openw, 23,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 24,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results

openw, 25,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 26,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 27,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 28,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 29,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 30,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_

openw, 31,'/home/arizona/lots Odata/brad_d ata/results_

openw, 36,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_

openw, 32,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_

openw, 33,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_

openw, 34,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_
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rad_data/results_hourly_tree'

_hourly_tree/kstar.dar

_hourly_tree/lstar.dat'

_hourly_tree/sensible.dat'

_hourly_tree/latent.dat'

_hourly_tree/Qr.dat'

_hourly_tree/Qm.dat'

_hourly_tree/runoff_total.dat'

hourly_tree/new_snowcover.dat'

hourly_tree/snow_mask.dat'

hourly_tree/debug_l.dat'

hourly_tree/debug_2.dat'

hourly_tree/debug_3 .dat'

hourly_tree/debug_4.dat'

hourly_tree/debug_5 .dat'

hourly_tree/debug_6.dat'

hourly_tree/solar.dat'

hourly_tree/initial_snow.dat'

hourly_tree/albedo.dat'



openw, 35,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/remaining_snow.dat'

openw, 37,'/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/runoff m.dat'

openw, 38,7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/temperature_avg.dae

; Prepare variables for main loop
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nsecs = 3600
datum = elev - 3840
temperature = fltarr(94,83)
relhum = fltarr(94,83)
solar = fltarr(94,83)
wind = fltarr(94,83)
Zt = 2.0
Zq = 2.0
Zw = 2.0
Zo = 0.005
duml = alog(Zw/Zo)
dum2 = alog(Zq/Zw)
dum3 = alog(Zt/Zw)
time_string =
time_topq =
snow_age = fltarr(94,83)
tau = fltarr(94,83)
exp = 2.7182818
Lf = 333500
denom = fltarr(94,83)

; no. of seconds in an hour
; 3840-m is elev of met station
; set up a null floating point grid

; Latent heat of fusion (3/kg)
; for calc_turb.pro debugging

; reference height for airtemp
; reference height for humidity
; reference height for windspeed
; roughness length for snow

snow_cover = initial_snow
new_snow = initial_snow

; Main Loop

print,' RUN "snodis_tree1992.pro"'
print, Main Loop: Running for 242 days'

; set snow cover images for
; t=0

for i = 0,5807 do begin	 ; Full run is i = 0,5807

t=i

temp_subniv temp_ech(t) + 273.15
rh_subniv = rh_ech(t)
wind_subniv = wind_ech(t)
press = Pressure(t)

; DEBUG: print out wind_subniv (extra 0.00?)

ulr = 0.0092

day_of year = julian(t)

cosz = cos_z_ech(t)

; wind "lapse rate" based on empirical obs.

; from Emerald lake met stations



azi = azi_ech(t)

print,' Iteration number is t=:
print,t,',',i

; Calculate gridded met fields for airtemp, rh, and wind

if t GT 0 then begin
last_temperature = temperature

endif

CALC_MET, datum, temp_subniv, rh_subniv, press, temperature, $
relhum, ulr, wind, wind_subniv, a, b

;printf,29,temperature

; Calculate snow surface temperature as f(lag_airtemp)

if t EQ 0 then begin
tsn = temperature

endif

if t GT 0 then begin
tsn = last_temperature

endif

index = where(tsn GT 273.15, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

tsn([where(tsn GT 273.15)]) = 273.15
endif
index = 0
count = 0

;printf,27,tsn

; Calculate turbulent fluxes

CALC_TURB, temperature, relhum, wind, tsn, Zt, Zo, $
duml, dum2, dum3, a, b, sensible, latent, ev

; DEBUG: print out 1st oc of "temperature"
; printf,29,temperature

; Calculate precipitation fields

pcp = ttipcp(t)/1000 	 ; total precip in m

part_snow = fltarr(94,83)
part_rain = fltarr(94,83)
Qr = fltarr(94,83)

CALC_PRECIP, pcp, temperature, part_snow, part_rain, Qr
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; Calculate snow albedo fields



yr = string(fix(year(t)))
mn = string(fix(month(t)))
dy = string(fix(day(t)))
hr = string(fix(hour(t)/100))
time_string = strcompress("+yr+','+mn+','+dy+','+hr+",/remove_all)
time_topq = strcompress("+yr+V+mn+','+dy+",/remove_all)

gbl = global(t)

;NOTE: Need to account for melting of snowcover map with each timestep

if t EQ 0 then begin
snow_cover = initial_snow ;NOTE: initial_snow is dist SWE map

endif

if t GT 0 then begin
snow_cover = new_snow	 ;NOTE: melted_snow is updated snowcover

;map after 1 day's melt
endif

CALC_ALBEDO, gbl, tsn, part_snow, time_string, albedo, $
cosz, azi, zenith, cos_illum, exp, tau, $
snow_cover, surf albedo,	 s_zenith

; Calculate daily net incident solar radiation using topquad

RUN_BRADQUAD, time_string, solar, cosz

;print,solar
print,'Time string is:',time_string

; Calculate down- and upwelling longwave

CALC_LWAVE_ECH, ev, temperature, tsn, lw_down, lw_up

; DEBUG: print out tsn
;printf,30,tsn

; Calculate energy balance residual (melt)

kstar = fltarr(94,83)
kstar = solar * (1 - albedo)
Istar = lw_down - lw_up

Qm = kstar + Istar + sensible + latent + Qr 	 ;all in W/mA2

mkg = Qm * nsecs/Lf ; mkg (kg/m"2) kg snowmelt per mA2
; mkg = (kg/sA3) * (s/ mA2/02)
; Do the math...

; Update snowcover map every timestep
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potential_melt = (mkg)*(2.5)
	

; mA3 runoff= (kg/mA2)*(2500 mA2)/(1000 kg/mA3)



pot_melt_no_neg = potential_melt

index = where(potential_melt LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

pot_melt_no_negawhere(potential_melt LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0;

new_snow = snow_cover - pot_melt_no_neg

; Potential melt is now all 0.00 for neg values!
; print,'Printing potential melt:'
; print,pot_melt_no_neg

no_neg_snow = new_snow

index = where(new_snow LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

no_neg_snow([where(new_snow LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; Snowmelt runoff in rn^3

runoff = snow_cover - no_neg_snow

runoff no_neg = runoff

index = where(runoff LT 0, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

runoff no_neg([where (runoff LT 0)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; NOTE: total_runoff looks reasonable!!!

total_runoff = total(runoff_no_neg)

print,'Printing Total runoff:
print,total_runoff

;print,'Printing total runoff:'
;print,total_runoff

; NOTE: Also AVERAGE energy components for:

kstar, Istar, sensible, latent, Qm (Qr always 0 bcs. no rain)

kstar_mean = mean(kstar)
Istar_mean = mean(lstar)
sensible_mean = mean(sensible)
latent_mean = mean(latent)
Qm_mean mean(Qm)
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solar mean = mean(solar)
temp_mean = mean(temperature)

; Compute total remaining snow

remaining_snow = total(no_neg_snow)

print,'Printing remaining snow:'
print,remaining_snow

; Compute a mask for areas with snow remaining after the last date

mask = no_neg_snow

;index = where(no_neg_snow GT 0, count)
;if count NE 0 then begin

maskawhere(no_neg_snow GT 0)]) = 1
;endif
;index = 0
;count = 0

; Print output files for components of energy balance,
; available melt, energy, runoff, new snowcover map, & snowcover map
printf,18,kstar_mean
printf,19,1star_mean
printf,20,sensible_mean
printf,21,1atent_mean
printf,23,Qm_mean
printf,24,total_runoff
printf,22,Qr
;printf,25,new_snow
;printf,26,mask
printf,32,solar_mean
;printf,33,initial_snow
;printf,34,albedo
printf,35,remaining_snow
printf,38,temp_mean

; Save a printable file of snowcover mask every two weeks at 18:00 hrs
; starting on Sept 1, 1992
; Penultimate image data: 4/27/93
; Last image date:	 4/30/93

if t EQ 19 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_maskl.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device ,/close
endif

if t EQ 355 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask2.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif
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if t EQ 691 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=lhome/arizona/lotsO data/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_ mask3 .ps 'TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 1027 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask4.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 1363 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask5.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device ,/close
endif

if t EQ 1699 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device , filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask6.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 2035 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device , filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask7.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 2371 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask8.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 2707 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask9.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device ,/close
endif

if t EQ 3043 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask10.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif
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if t EQ 3379 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdat

a/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask11.p s 'TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 3719 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device,filename=nome/arizona/l otsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask12.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 4051 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask13.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 4387 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device, filename=7home/arizona/1otsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcovermask14.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 4723 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device ,filename=nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask15.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 5059 then begin
set_plot,'ps'
device,filename= e/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcovermask16.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 5395 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=7home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask17.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

if t EQ 5731 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device,filename=nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datakesults_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask18.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif
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if t EQ 5801 then begin
set_plot;ps'
device , filename=nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/results_hourly_tree/snowcover_mask19.ps'
TVSCL,mask
device,/close
endif

; Reset snow cover variables

snow_cover = new_snow

print,'Finished for hour: ',time_string,' Iteration number is: ',i,' of 5808.'

if t EQ 5801 then begin
print,' Completed model run!'

endif

endfor ;end main loop

close,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32, $
33,34,35,36,37,38

end	 ;program end
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Appendix I
Subroutines Called by Snowmelt Models

The following pages are the IDL subroutines called by the various snowmelt models.
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PRO AVG50, ingrid, outgrid

; Aggregate 10-m GLV data to 50-m average. Expects a 600x350
; input grid and outputs a 120x70 output grid.

; 50-m Grid Resolution

outgrid = fltarr(120,70)

cs =
rs =
ce =4
re = 4

npix = 25.

for row = 0,69 do begin

cs = 0
ce =4

for col = 0,119 do begin
sumpix = 0.
average = 0.

pixels = ingrid(cs:ce,rs:re)

sumpix = total(pixels)

average = (sumpix/npix)

print,cs,ce,rs,re,col,row,snowpix,frac_snow

outgrid(col,row) = average

cs = cs + 5
ce = ce + 5

endfor

rs = rs + 5
re = re + 5

endfor

return

end	 ;program end
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PRO CALC_ALBEDO, gbl, tsn, part_snow, time_string, albedo, $
cosz, azi, zenith, cos_illum, exp, tau, $
snow_cover, surf albedo, s_azi, s_zenith

; Calculate age of snow surface in hours since last snowfall

snow_age = snow_age + 1
index = where(part_snow GT 0.,count)
if count NE 0 then begin

snow_age([where(part_snow GT 0.)]) = 0
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; Read data from cosine & azimuth of the solar illumination angle

; Solar zenith:

zenith = acos(cosz) * (180./!pi)

s_azi = string(azi)
s_zenith = string(zenith)

;print,zenith,s_zenith,' zenith & s_zenith in CALC_ALBED0'
;print,azi,s_azi,' azimuth & s_azi in CALC_ALBED0'

; Solar azimuth

if cosz GE 0 then begin

cmd = strcompress('shade -z'+s_zenith+' -a'+s_azi+ slp_asp_94x83.ipw ' $
+ 'I flip -I I binexp > shade.temp')

spawn,cmd

openr,u, 'shade.temp',/get_lun
a = assoc(u,fltarr(94,83))
shade_out = a(0)
cos_illum shade_out
fre& Jun,u

; Calculate dimensionless snow age as per Dickinson's BATS

ri = exp^(5000 * (1/273.15 - l/tsn))
r2 = r1^10
index = where(r2 GT 1.,count)
if count NE 0 then begin

r2([where(r2 GT I.)]) = 1.
endif
index = 0
count = 0

r3 0.03

tau = (tau + (ri + r2 + r3) * 0.0036)
index = where(part_snow GT 0.01,count)
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if count NE 0 then begin
tau([where(part_snow GT 0.01) ] ) = 0.

endif
index = 0
count = 0

Fage = tau/(1+tau)

b = 2.
es = 0.2
avo = 0.95
en = 0.5
airo = 0.65

f zen = 1.0/B * ((B + 1.0) 1(1.0 + 2.0 * B * cos_illum) - 1.0)

index = where(cos_illum GE 0.5, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

f zen([where(cos_illum GE 0.5)]) = 0.
endif
index = 0
count = 0

Alb_vis = (1. - cs * Fage) * 0.95
avis = Alb_vis + 0.4 * f zen * (1. - Alb_vis)

Alb_nir = (1 - en * Fage) * 0.65
anir = Alb_nir + 0.4 * f zen * (1. - Alb_nir)
albedo = (avis + anir)12.0

albedo = (Alb_vis + Alb_nir)/2

surf albedo = albedo
index = where(snow_cover EQ 0., count)
if count NE 0 then begin

surf albedoawhere(snow_cover EQ 0.)]) = 0.20 ;albedo of snow-free
endif
index = 0
count = 0

endif

if cosz LT 0. then begin
albedo = fltarr(94,83)
surf albedo = fltarr(94,83)
cos_illum = fltarr(94,83)

endif

;TVSCL,surf albedo

;spawn, 'rm shade.temp'
print, 'NOTE: restore calc_albedo.pro to "rm shade.temp"'
return
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end	 ;end of program



PRO CALC_LWAVE_ECH, ev, temperature, tsn, lw_down, lw_up

; Calculates downwelling and upwelling longwave radiation. Uses
; the Idso2 formulation with the Wachtmann correction for the
; atmospheric emissivity.
; Here we derive the observed atmospheric emissivity using the
; air temperature at reference height.

exp = 2.7182818
sbc = 5.687e-8
	

; Stefan-Boltzman constant

; Calculate the emissivity of air
; First the Idso2 formula

emiss_air = (0.70 + 5.95e-5 * ev * exp^(1500/temperature))

; Then the Wachtmann correction

emiss = -0.792 + (3.161 * emiss_air) - (1.573 * emiss_air^2)

; DEBUG: print out emiss

; Calculate the emissivity at the subniv, and adjust the above

lw_down = sbc * emiss * temperatureA4
lw_up = sbc * 0.98 * tsnA4

;print,' Printing longwave_down'
;print,lw_down

;print,' Printing longwave_up'
;print,lw_up

return

end
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PRO CALC_MET, datum, temp_subniv, rh_subniv, press, temperature, $
relhum, ulr, wind, wind_subniv, a, b

; CALLED BY: snodis_glv.pro

; Calculates gridded fields of meteorological data from
; met data measured at points.

; Extrapolate Air Temperature
; Currently uses air temp from a single point and a fixed
; lapse rate of -0.0065 C/m

temperature = (datum * (-0.0065)) + temp_subniv

printf,36,datum

; Extrapolate Relative Humidity

airtemp = temperature

a = 7.5
if temp_subniv LE 273.15 then begin

a = 9.5
endif

b = 237.3
if temp_subniv LE 273.15 then begin

b = 265.5
endif

tempC = temp_subniv - 273.15

es = 6.11 * 10^((a * tempC)/(tempC + b))
ev = (rh_subniv/100 * es)

q = ((0.622 * ev)/(press - (0.378 * ev)))

rh = (q * press/.622)/(6.11 * 10A((a * (airtemp- 273.15))$
/((airtemp - 273.15) + b))) * 100

relhum = rh

; Extrapolate Wind Speed

windlapse = datum * ulr
windspd = windlapse + wind_subniv

index = where(windspd LT 0., count)
if count NE 0 then begin

windspd([where(windspd LT 0.)]) = 0.

endif
index = 0
count = 0

wind = windspd
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return

end



PRO CALC_PRECIP, pcp, temperature, part_snow, part rain, Qr

; Computes gridded precipitation from single gage observation.
; Assumes precip is equally distributed across grid, simply
; partitions into snow or rain or mixed based on air temperature threshold.
; Precip is observed daily at 1200, and is treated as a single event
; at that time. Values of -9999 are assumed for all other hours, which
; is translated as 0 precip for those hours.

; Note that the partitioning of precip into rain and snow depends on
; air temperature, and by treating all precip as occurring at 1200, the
; temperature is not necessarily (probably not) correct.

; Note: field measurements indicated that the snowpack was isothermal at
; OC on May 22. The snow surface temperature is allowed to vary according
; to the previous hour's air temp for turbulent flux calculations, but for
; precip on snow, it is presumed that the pack is melting and the rain
; does not freeze within the pack.

tr = 3.	 ; temperature above which all precip is rain
ts = -1.0	 ; temperature below which all precip is snow
to = 0.	 ; temperature of freezing
rho_w = 1000. ; density of water (1000 kg/m"3)
hf = 333.5	 ; heat of fusion (333.5 KJ/kg)
cw = 4.2176	 ; water heat capacity (4.2176 KJ/kg/C @ OC)
cs = 2.09	 ; ice heat capacity (2.09 KJ/kg/C)

airtemp = temperature - 273.15
part_snow = make_array(94,83,/float,value = 0.)
part_rain = make_array(94,83,/float,value = 0.)
precip = make_array(94,83,/float,value = pcp)

if pcp GT O. then begin

; calculate rain and snow parts of total precip

; calc the cells that are all snow first

snow_mask make_array(94,83,/float,value = 0.)
rain_mask = make_array(94,83,/float,value = O.)
mix_mask = make_array(94,83,/float,value = 1.)

; mask where all precip is rain
index = where(airtemp GT tr, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

rain_mask([where(airtemp GT tr)]) = 1
endif
index = 0
count = 0

; mask where all precip is snow
index = where(airtemp LT ts, count)
if count NE 0 then begin

snow_mask([where(airtemp LT ts)j) = 1
endif
index = 0
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count = 0

; mask where precip is mixed
mix_mask mix_mask - snow_mask - rain_mask

tr_grid = make_array(94,83,/float,value tr)
mix_pcp = (precip * (tr_grid - airtemp)/(tr - ts)) * mix_mask

part_snow = precip * snow_mask
part_snow = part_snow + mix_pcp
part_rain = precip - part_snow

; Now calculate rainfall and snowfall temperatures

rainfall_temp = airtemp
snowfall_temp = airtemp

snowfall_temp([where(airtemp GT 0.)]) = O.
rainfall_tempawhere(airtemp LE 0.)]) = O.

; Now calculate energy advected to the snowpack due to rain

; Note: the first algorithm includes the heat of fusion - only relevant
; if the rainfall freezes within the snow pack. Because we know the
; snow pack was isothermal at OC in the GLV96 case, I've removed the hf
; term.

; Qr = part_rain * rho_w * (hf + cw * (rainfall_temp - to)) + $
part_snow * rho_w * cs * (snowfall_temp - to)

Qr = part_rain * rho_w * (cw * (rainfall_temp - to)) + $
part_snow * rho_w * cs * (snowfall_temp - to)

; Convert Qr from KJ/m^2 to W/m^2 for consistency in units. This
; assumes that the total heat advected from precipitation was
; distributed evenly over a day (86400 s).

Qr = Qr * 1000/86400 ;convert from KJ/m^2 to W/m^2

endif

return

end	 ;end of program



PRO CALC_TURB, temperature, relhum, wind, tsn, Zt, Zo, $
duml, dum2, dum3, a, b, sensible, latent, ev

; Calculates latent & sensible heat (eg: turbulent fluxes) and...
; Computes turbulent fluxes using bulk aerodynamic method

; CALLED BY: snodis_gly.pro

tempC = temperature - 273.15

; DEBUG: print out tempC
printf,28,tempC

t = temperature
rh = relhum
u = wind

; Calculate Richardson Number, stability functions, and
;	 turbulent fluxes.

Zt = 2.; instrument height

; NOTE: j=0,82 gives 83 lines data & 1 line 0.0000 * 94

for i=0,93 do for j=0,82 do begin
if(u(i,j) eq 0) then u(i,j)=0.001
printf,31,u(i,j)
endfor

; if u EQ 0 then begin
; u=0.001
; endif

; DEBUG: print out wind
printf,31,u

ri = (9.8 * Zt * (t - tsn))/(0.5 * (t + tsn)*u^2)

; Check that tsn is GT 0

; Constrain richardson number to 0.19 max and -1.0 min
index = where(ri GT 0.19,count)
if count NE 0 then begin

ri([where(ri GT 0.19)]) = 0.19
endif
index 0
count = 0

Index = where(ri LT -1.0,count)
if count NE 0 then begin
riawhere(ri LT -1.0)]) = -1.0

endif
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index = 0
count = 0

ri_h(h) = ri

Unstable conditions, ri LT 0
rineg = (ri LT O.) * ri

phimoneg = (1. - 16.*rineg)^(-0.25)
phimoneg = (ri LT O.) * phimoneg

phihtneg = (1. - 16.*rineg)^(-0.5)
phihtneg = (ri LT O.) * phihtneg

; Stable conditions, ri GT 0 but less than 0.19
ripos = (ri GE 0.) * ri

; Disable stability function under stable conditions
phimopos = (1. - 5.*ripos)^(-1.)
phimopos = nullgrid + 1.

phimopos = (ri GE 0.) * phimopos

phihtpos = phimopos

phimo = phimopos + phimoneg
phiht = phihtpos + phihtneg

cd = 0.16/(phimo * duml)^2
ce = (0.7 * cd)/(phimo * phiht) * (1. + 0.7 * dum2/duml)
ch = (1.0 * cd)/(phimo * phiht) * (1. + 1.0 * dum3/duml)

sva = a
svb = b

es = 6.11 * 10.^((sva * tempC)/(tempC + svb))
ev = (rh/100. * es)

qh = (2.0+(1.276 * 1005. * ch) * u) * (t - tsn)
qe = (2.0+((283800000.*ce)/(461.296 * t))* u) * (ev - 6.11)

sensible = qh
latent = qe

return

end	 ;program end
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PRO TEST_AVG, ingrid, outgrid

; Aggregate 5-m Echaurren data to 50-m average. Expects a 939x834
; input grid and outputs a 94x83 output grid.

; 50-m resolution

outgrid = fltarr(94,83)

cs = 0
rs = 0
ce = 4
re = 4

npix = 25.

for row = 0,82 do begin

cs = 0
ce = 4

for col = 0,93 do begin
sumpix = 0.
average = 0.

pixels = ingrid(cs:ce,rs:re)

sumpix = total(pixels)

average = (sumpix/npix)

print,col,row,average

outgrid(col,row) = average

cs = cs + 10
ce = ce + 10

endfor

rs = rs + 10
re = re + 10

end for

return

end	 ;program end
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PRO RUN_BRADQUAD, time_string, solar, cosz

; Net solar radiation images already generated with TOPQUAD.
; Gunzips TOPQUAD radiation images and inputs them as solar
; radiation arrays in IDL.
; Gzips radiation images when done.

; NOTE: TOPQUAD used becaused only care about DAILY net solar radiation
; (not hourly, as produced by TOPORAD).

print, 'Running BRADQUAD subroutine >>>> generating solar rad arrays.'

; Check to make sure the sun is up.

; print,cosz

; NOTE: Discrepancies between cosz & topquad radiation images.
Therefore, for cosz GE 0.2, do radiation calculations (provides 12 degrees error (78 deg from zenith =

sunrise)

if cosz GE 0.2 then begin

spawn, 'cp /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_p/rad_'+time_string+'
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_p/fname_point_net.tmp'

openr,99,./home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_p/fname_point_net.tmp'
a = fltarr(1,1)
readf,99,a
solar = a

close,99

print,'Printing solar radiation value'
print,solar

spawn,' rm /home/arizondlotsOdata/brad_data/r_p/fname_point_nettmp'

endif

; If sun not up, generate 0.00000 array

if cosz LT 0. then begin
solar = make_array(1,1,/float,value = 0.)

endif

print,'Done with run_bradquad for this hour.'

End
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PRO RUN_BRADQUAD, time_string, solar, cosz

; Net solar radiation images already generated with TOPQUAD.
; Gunzips TOPQUAD radiation images and inputs them as solar
; radiation arrays in IDL.
; Gzips radiation images when done.

; NOTE: TOPQUAD used becaused only care about DAILY net solar radiation
; (not hourly, as produced by TOPORAD).

print, 'Running BRADQUAD subroutine >>» generating solar rad arrays.'

; Check to make sure the sun is up.

; print,cosz

; NOTE: Discrepancies between cosz & topquad radiation images.
Therefore, for cosz GE 0.2, do radiation calculations (provides 12 degrees error (78 deg from zenith =

sunrise)

if cosz GE 0.2 then begin
spawn, 'gunzip /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_h/rad+time_string+"
spawn, 'rmhdr /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_h/rad_'+time_string+' I mkbih -I 83 -s 94 -b 1 >

/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/rad_distrib_net.tmp'

cmd_flip = 'flip -1 /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/rad_distrib_net.tmp I binexp >
/home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/fname_distrib_net.tmp'

spawn,cmd_flip

openr,u, nome/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datafiname_distrib_nettmp',/get_lun
a = assoc(u,fltarr(94,83))
tradout = a(0)
solar = tradout
free_lun,u

spawn, rm /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_datairad_distrib_nettmp'
spawn,' rm /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/fname_distrib_net.tmp'
spawn, 'gzip /home/arizona/lotsOdata/brad_data/r_h/rad_'-Ftime_string+"

endif

; If sun not up, generate 0.00000 array

if cosz LT 0. then begin
solar = make_array(94,83,/float,value = 0.)

endif

print,'Done with run_bradquad for this hour.'

end
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